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This report overs the work performed under Task 3, Component nd Material 
Evaluation and Task 4, Purge System Design, of NAsA/MSFC Contract NASS-27419 
by Convair Aerospace Division of General Dynamics, San Diego, California. The 
accomplishments of each task are summarized below. 
TASK 3 - COMPONENT AND MATERIAL EVALUATION 
The component and material evaluation task bas been completed. The task consisted 
primarily of the experimental determination of purge bag materials properties, 
development of purge bag mamfacturing techniques, experimental evaluation of a 
subscale purge bag under simulated operating conditions and the experimental 
evaluation of the purge pin concept. r MLI prging. 
The basic purge bag material, epoxy fiberglass bounded by skins of FEP Teflon, 
showed no significant permeability to helium flow under normal operating conditions. 
The tensile strength of the bag material a t  r m m  temperature averaged 262 MN/m2 
and was degraded a maximum of 17% when exposed to a boiling water environment 
and subsequently tested a t  450K. Two adhesive systems (Crest 7343 and Epon 934) 
were tested in both peel and shear for use in joining purge bag sections. It was found 
that the Crest adhesive had virtually no strength in an environment d 450K. The 
shear strength of the Epon 934 adhesive exceeded 1.52 MN/m2 (220 psi) a t  450K and 
i t  was selected for use in purge bag fabrication. Additional property test data were 
also obtained for a new experimental DuPont material, PRD-49, being investigated 
for possible future use as an improved purgc bag material. The tenell: strength of 
the PRD49 was  24% higher than the epoxy fiberglass a t  elevated temperature ,450K). 
The total linear thermal expansion coefficient of the Epoxy impregnated PRD-49 
averaged less than -1.5 X low6 K-l .  
Purge bag small scale mallufacturing tesb were conducted to develop tooling and 
fabrication tschniquee for w e  in full ecale bag mamfacture. A purge bag material 
layup technique w a s  developed whereby the two ply6 of epoxy fiberghB8 eaclai3ed 
between skins of FEP Teflon are vacuum bag cured in an oven in a single operation. 
The material is cured on a tool with the shape of a purge bag half. Plaetlc tooling 
:vas selected for use in bag fabrioation. A model purge bag 0.6 m in diameter was 
fabricated and subjected to a aeries of structural and envirouniental beta simulating 
various flight type ewimaments. Pressure cyclipg teebe at high (450K) and low 
(200K) temperature as well 88 acoustic loading teste were performed. The p g e  bag 
comept proved to be structurally sound and wa8 uaed for the full ecde bag detailed 
design model. 
A series of tests were run to demonstrate and verify the purge pin gae injection 
concept for purging MLI of condensable gases. Purge pin radial gas flow injection, 
the effects of purge pin spacing alone; the MLI blanket, and the effects of plrge gas 
flow rates were evaluated. Testa were conducted using Superfloc and perforated 
aluminized Mylar/Dacron netting MLI blankets. Data resulting from each of the tests 
were used to obtain purge gas concentration profiles, blanket purge gas equilibrium 
concentration values, MLI blanket purging histories and comparison with previously 
predicted purge values. The profile test results demonstrate that the radial flow 
distribution around a purge pin is uniform for both the Superfloc and a l u h i z e d  
MyladDacron net MLI blanket systems. Neither insulation purged to leea than 1% 
residual condensable gases at the edges or ends of the blankets when the blankets 
were not enclosed by a simulated purge bag. The use of a simulated purge bag 
allowed complete purging to occur, however, the aluminized Mylarbacron net MLI 
required a minimum of twice the purge gas volumetric flow rate as the Superfloc to 
achieve 1% residual condeneable gas concentration in the MLI blanket. Three purge 
pins per gore blanket configuration was selected as most applicable to use on the 
full scale tank test program. 
It was concluded from the test results that approximately 5 minutes will be required to 
purge the full scale test tank prior to cryogen filling. A comparison of the purging 
test results with previously obtained analytical predictions indicates a very good 
agreement between prediction and test. 
TASK 4 - PURGE SYSTEM DESIGN 
The completed purge syetem deeign task includes both the development ol purge 
eystem detailed designs aad the perfonnance analysie of the test ,ritcle design. The 
analyses conducted include a parametric MLI gold thickn9ee requirement etudy, a 
purge and represimrization gas flow rate analyeie, a purge plenum venting and 
repreeeurization d y S i 6  and a complete bet  eyetem thermal performance analyeia. 
The amount of gold required on each NIL1 eheet waa calculated to be 400 a per eide. 
The etudy ehowed that the gold thickneee requirement waa not extremely eensitive 
to modest changes in average blanket temperature o r  allowable radiation transmittance. 
The +eet article helium purge or repressurization gat3 flow rate requirement was 
eetsbbhed by the re-entry represeurization condition at 9.0 Kg/hr minimum. Thie 
number with a faotor of aafety was then uoed to eiee fluid loop hardware. 
Analyeie of the proeeure loads on the existing test tank purge plenum6 during 
repreeeurizatioa indicated that additional etiffnees waa required to withstand the 
tranelent preseure loade. Rework deeigna were thus made for the fiberglase plenums. 
The helium preesurization fluid loop hardware te designed to operate in a manual . 
purge mode, a manual vent mode or an automatic repressuriztitira mods. The design 
of the MLI purge and :epreesurizatLon system COnSi8be of detail8 of the M U  and purge 
bag, hardware deecription, assembly proo&ree, weights, materials, operating 
c o n d l t l o ~ ,  aren and volurw cfeterminationr and operating procedures. The design 
consists of the cryogenic test tank, fiberglass purge plenums, the Superfloc MLI 
layup applied in 24 gore sections (2 blankets) and flat end blankets, the fiberglass 
purge bag, a rigid penetration panel which mounts the fluid loop hardware and 
instrumentation fittings and acts as a tank access door and the fiberglass support 
struts. The fairing is equipped with purge pins for  dhtributing gas between the 
MLI layers. The general arrangement for the system as well as a tabular system 
description are shown below. 
r(EM0VABLE 
$%+ HANDLINGFITTING 
A 
PEN 
PAN 
FLANGED JOINT 
300.0 CM 
(118.0 IN) 
STIFFENER RING 
FWD BAG SECTLON 
NDOFF BUTTON8 ATTACHED 
MLI SUPPORT PIN8 
AFT BAG SECTION 
MLI Purgehepressurization General Arrangement 
In addition the details of the test tank thermal performance malyBis are also shown. 
The eptam a8 dedgned predicts a 30% lmprovemeut in thermal performame over 
an aluminized Mylar Superfloc syetem of similar deelgn wbioh wa.8 previoucrly 
tested at Convair. 
superfloc MLI System Design a d  Performance Datg 
221 cm (87 ic&) Cowair Aerospace Tank 
DESEN DATA 
Materm: 
Accauortar: 
MLI SYSTEY 
Qpe of MU: 
Face Shot.:. 
Qu8nuty d coupltx Pin: 
Sam Length.: 
T o d  L y U p  Thleb.r: 
Wewt (Id. Futmers): 
Average A r r :  
RIRGE DISTRLBUTfOW SYSTEM 
Q W O U t y d ~ P i k U :  
Type4 d Purge PLU: 
Gos flow P8*: 
Purge Volume Betwoen Tank & Bag 
W E E  BAG ASSEMBLY 
Fwd ood Aft Sct iao:  
PanetrlUccr P 8 d :  
JdnU Between SClIaa: 
Wewt: 
43 PPO mu.rl.1. 
Tubular nnnifdd nppllw plewm eb.mkm famed khao cut d b i w .  
2.42 cu mere (85.5 d) 
Slotred blbulu type. 
PIca~ms fed p r g  pw. 
PURGE AND REPREswlRIUTtON FLUID LOOP IIARDWARE 
Vent: 
Bleed: 
Em-). ReIld: 
Ellpply: 
Coalrot.: 
Wewt: 
15.25 cm (6.0 in) motarlxsd butudly valve. 
5.C:  cm (2.0 h) m o t o r i d  e m  V ~ T O .  
2.54 cm (1.00 1 3  Srln. laded pappet s l v e .  
0.954 cm (0. ,375 In) r d e d d  wpp.L nlw. 
Two di.pbnm type p r r u r e  orlobr. 
11.20 lp (24.65 Ibs) 
THERMAL PERFORMANCE DATA 
- 2QL-22K H a t - (  n W  PemaatdToW 
WLI 3.01 32.6 
Sam. 2.m 29.0 HU Flux .I d m 2 ( .  177 ~ ~ ~ r - r t 2 )  
Pino 2.37 25.6 Effacrive CuuhUvlw, h&: 79.3 p h - k  (4.uT*10-s 
Penetrulcar 0.W 5.4 BWbr-lt-R) 
Residual G8. 0.40 4. L MLI Syyrmm pK Proczlct: 1.S5 mW-Kg/mCK - - 3.2 (5.97 1. 10'5 h - l b /  0.29 SPUU 
9.26 100. 0 hr-ft4 R) Niil 
1 
INTROWCTION 
The use d cryogens in spacecraft requiree the hcmporation d a thermal protection 
system to minimize propellant heatiog and ths ,  hreaee propellant storage capability. 
The effectivenees of theae protection systems is achieved by a series of radiation shields 
of low emissivity which are separated by low heat cooauCuPg v e r a .  Inbgration of 
such a multilayer iaeulation (Mu) system with vehicle tankage offers an opportunity to 
optimise the total st~ctural and thermal systems of the vehicle from the statxipoints of 
p-"rformance as d l  as manuhcbvability ami maintellarrce. The devetlopmsnt of the 
MLI and its design is strollgly depedent upon the eavtranmeat in which the system must 
fullctim. In meat years much &fort has beea expeded toward the development of MLI 
materials a d  design ca~ceptn applicable to derivatives d the Saturn V type wce launch 
vehicles. Theee systems are cbpracterized by e w e  UBage a d  moderate temperature 
snvitoameat requiremts. 
coovair Aerospace has developed a complete cry-c ptr0Qel;ant space storage system 
of &turn V type. The system, dewdoped d e r  a divisim IRAD project, coneis& d a 
2.W m (87 in) diameter oblate aphesoid aluminum tank insulated with 44 layers (two 
blanlll+n) of aluminieed Mylar Superfloc IKLI a d  ampemkd by low-conchctfve fibeFglasa 
s t ~ t s  fnwa an enclosing s h d .  Tbe total system w88 desi@ to withstand tbe Saturn 
V laanch anviroamsat. A complete structural and therma2 experimeatal program has 
verified that tbe flightwdght system will meet all grollnd hold, boost, and space storage 
sctNcblral and thermal requiFeme!ntB. 
Smallllcale camponoat and complete system tankage s t ~ c t u F a l  teem were conducted, 
including vibration, thermal and structrual cycling, acoustic, and rapid evacuation teste. 
The testa were climaxed by a combipeb-eavironmeat (acceleration, vibratioa, thermal 
gradisat, and wid de+Awseur&ti~) test af a complete blanket ineulatioa system M a 
0.63 m (25 in) tank in the Qarair Aeroepace CEVAT centrthp &st facility. The 
CEVAT test epccessfully scaled up fneutation system stne8s lspele from the 6ull-ecale 
Saturn V vehicle 00 the amall-eiae tank for proper simulatia d the complete boost 
txajectorp. Vi8ual iwpectioa d the egebm after CEVAT testing and comparison of 
pm-test and pocrt-tset space equilibrium biloff maaeuremente Indicated no inadation 
qs tea~  damage caused by tbe boost tmjecbry bating. 
The complete, l a r g e 4 e  propellant apace storage eyelam WLLB chldgmb and built on tke 
basis d ecale-model test program redts. It w88 canpletely teeted in the 3.66 m (12 ft) 
diameter space simulation c M r .  Tests included g r d  MLI purge system testing ard 
heat leak studiee, and epacc aquilibrium thermal perhmnnce teat@. The pk product 
forthiaeystemattemperaturesbetwem300 ancI22K(S40 d 4 0 R ) l e 2 . 5 X  10m3W 
k g h 4  - K (9.02 x 
1-1 
Btu-lb/hr4$ R). 
The pramat ineulation eystmn le d e  of alumhized Mylar, which teem have shown to 
be unatiefactory for the edry th81.mal emiropmsat d tbe m e  Shuttle. Cmvair 
AerPepure bae dsveloQsd a modified SUperQoc MLI -spt urvbr MSFC C0-t NASS- 
26129 to meet the life aad e ~ v i r a m e n l d  mtpireunont8 of the ehuttle vehicle. This study 
detarmimd that goldisedKaptmwaa tb optimum baJ shield material. other structural 
mallficationa wmre maQ, indudlag mew b n b t  pin Jseign and mateFial, and a complete 
set of PerformurCe verifkatim compomat teste to verify acceptability of the eystem for 
the ehuttle. 
S h e  the Mylar SIperfloc MLI -tan camat withebad fhuttle environmental require- 
mentrr, Cowair Aecoepace baa &&ped, ia fabricaw, a d  will imgtall a completely 
new goldized KaptonMLI epetemoathe2.21 m (87 in) tset tank. The m w  MLI epetem 
wi l l  m t  all petfarnrrurce and skuctpml requirementa for Spree Shuttle appliccltioo, aa 
anAnarlby tbe reeulta of the Cryage& Inmlatioa Devdopment etffort. Contract NASB- 
26129. 
The pmgram is belng acuampliahal by the performme of the following six malog tasks: 
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TASK 2 - Purge S y ~ t e m  Coocepte. Comepta for purge systems capaMe of evacutLtjom, 
pressurization and repressurization for repreeentative liquid hydrogen tankage onboard 
a e w e  vebicle &ring emteded life cycle including multiple reuse were  defined in 
R e f e r e e s  1 and 2. 
TASK 3 - Component and Materials Evaluation. Exploratory data acquisition and design 
verification d e  model thermal and structural bats will be cooducted on prgm system 
compomnb, valves, pints, attachmcnte and mrLace coating8 to establieh repeatability 
characteristics, materials compatibcity to cyclic tempetature eaviramenta, abrasive 
reeietance of bag materials and/or cmtings, and vent valve ape~atioos and seal 
charac bristics. 
TASK 4 - Purge Sy-m Design. FbnnrlandatafrornTaEllPelthrough3, t h e m  
rerpreemrization, precondit&ing and multilayer inaulatim egateme will be selected 
a d  aesembly and detail drawisge prepared, The deem evobed will represent a total 
integrated system design suitable for both the LOX/LH2 tanks cm the Space Shuttle a d  
flightworthy in an environmeat up to 450 K (350 F). 
Structural, weight, thermal, gas flow, and material analyses and testa wilt be performed 
to assure system compatibility with eqected Space Shuttle emrironmentt. 
TASK 5 - Manufacturiqg Development. Aseembly sequence draw and dram for 
all tooling and fixtures required to fabricate the prge and repreeaarization system LA 
the mcessary provisone for croee-cau~try shipments will be established. A mamfawtur- 
i q g  pian, itrcluding sequelrce. quality control and W r n  provieions aftecting tbe 
deaigrr for the installation of the puqp and repremurizatim epe2em onto the Convair 
Aeroepace Division 2.21 m (87 in) diameter tank, will be developed. 
TASK 6 - Fabrication, Teet and Systean Evaluation. A precmdlti-, purge and 
repressurization eyetem wil l  be fabricated in conjurrctimn with a multilaper ineulatioa 
cawept as dehmnimd from the reeulte of -aka 1 lhraq# 5. aocUmeatatiOa for 
instrumemtation, hutallation, and output location ami furrctioo w i l l  be p r e r e d  for the 
p r o p o ~  tank test at the total MLI eyetam. A teet plan will be formulated for the purge 
ami repressurizatioa system to include the test specimen dedhition, iaetmmentation 
definition and requiremsnte, ami data p~oceeelng axul mrrelaticm mstbocls. A f u m t i d  
teet will be performed on the teet epecimea propoesd in Tssk 4 to demonetrate the total 
eyetam's performance. Ihe total system will be evaluated and a tset report prepared. 
The evaluation ahall include the syetem*e performame penalties and a eummary d ita 
compatibility with the Ppace Shuttle eavironmmta. 
The program maeta schedule is shown on Figure 1. 
k 
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COMPONENT AND MATERIAL EVALUATION (TASK 3) 
Tha component and material evaluation task has been complebed. The task consisted 
primarily of the experimental bterminatim of p u r e  bag materials propertiee, 
development at purge bag manufacturing techniques, qerimental evaluation d a 
subacale purge bag under simulated operating conditione and the experimental 
evaluation of the purge pin concept for MLI purging. 
2.1 MATERIAL TESTS PRWRAM 
Objectives of the material property test program were: (1) to evaluate the etfects of 
combind &rems and high temperature on bag material permeability, (2) to evaluate 
the etfect d bumidity and repeated temperature cycling on bag wall material strength 
at low and hi& temperatures, and (3) to evaluate the effects of humidity and repeated 
temperature cycling OD the ahear and peel etreagths of two bag adhesive candidates. 
2.1.1 PERMEABILITY TESTS. Purge bag material permeability tests were 
conchcted in the apparatus shown achematically in Figure 2. The purge bag material 
is two plys of epory pre- 
impregnated 181 ewe fiber 
glass laminated with ekine 
of two mil FEP Teflon. 
Three bag material samples 
were presrrurleed to 10.3 
lrN/m2 differsatfd (1.5 psid) 
mlitar h a s  with helium and the psaple- 
a i @  (volumetric flow rata 
meamred. Thrcreidentical 
ssplt S p c m r r  
pSr Udt CmOB SWtblld mea) *-o Spetmen 
Figure 2. Purge Bag Material Permeability Test samples wewe ~lmitnrly 
to 60% of their apparent 
Apparatus mspeured after streesing 
teneile strength at 450 K (350 F). Test resulta are preeenled in Table 1. As indicated, 
the permeability betore and after htgh temperature streesing was negligible. 
2.1.2 MATERIAL STRENGTH TEST. Purge bag material str- testa were 
conducted in order to measure the effect of temperature and humidity upoa the shear 
and peel strength of bonded plrge bag joints. Twr, candidate adheeivee were tested 
on each  type^ of Join;, EPON 934 and silane modified Crest 7343 polyuretbsne. Yon- 
boodsd control samples cd bag material were tensile tmtd in order to verify orcficieocy 
of the bonded Joints 88 wed1 as bo determine the dfect d tampamhare and humlcutJl on 
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tensile strength of the bag 
material. The control, 
shear, and peel samples 
are &own in Figure 3. 
Figure 4 premnta a 
configuration. Testa w e n  
con&cted at ambient 
tempetrature, 450 K (350 Fh 
or 200 K (-100 F), and 
after boiling water or 
temperature cycling. 
Sample dewription, test 
parameters and remlta are 
summarized in Table 2. 
6Ch0matiC Of Bamph t8St 
Result9 show that the 
d i e d  7343 polyurethane 
a&esive is unsatisfactory 
for bonding FEP Teflon to 
Table 1. Purge Bag Material Permeability Test Results 
Specimen Permeability 
Number Condition (scc He/sec-m2) 
l a  
b 
2 a  
b 
3 a  
b 
4 a  
b 
5 a  
b 
6 a  
b 
NOTE: 
As Received 
As Received 
As Received 
As Received. 
AB Recdved 
As Received 
After Thermal/Strees 
After ThermaljStress 
After Thermal/Stress 
After Thermal/Strese 
After T h e d / S t r e s s  
After ~ h e m d ~ t r e s s  
< Sensitivity Limit 
< Sensitivity Limit 
< Sensitivity Limit 
< Sensitivity Limit 
< Sensitivity Limit 
.a x 10-4 
.30 x 10-4 
< Sensitivity Limit 
< Sensitivity Limit 
sensitivity Limit 
< Sensitivity Limit 
< Sensitivity Limit 
Spechem la-& -Sensitivity Limit=. 18X 
Specimenlba-Gb -Sensitivity Limit'. 2 8 ~  
scc He/eec-m2 
scc He/sec-m2 
Figure 3. Purge Bag MateTial Test 
Sample Coafiguratione 
t -  
+ Figure 4. Purge Bag Material Strength 
Test Load Applioatim Sohematic 
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the bag wall material. The 7343 adhesive has virtually no peel or  shear strength at 
450 K (350 F). Resulte indicate no degradation in bag wall material strength or ahear 
and ped strength of the EPON 934 adhesive as a result of temperature cycling or 
humidity. The general condition of the material after temperature cycling was excellent. 
An increaae in the bear strength by a factor of approximately 50 waa obtained by 
removing the FEP Teflon film and bonding 181 glass to 181 dam with EPON 934. The 
purge bag bonding proceckre has wlbeequently been modified to eliminate peel stressed 
bond joints and to bond all jointe with EPON 934 after removal of the FEP layers in the 
bond area. 
Test 
No. Tanp.X(T) 
1 1 RoamTmp. 
2 RoomTmp. 
3 RoomTsmp. 
4 RoomTemp. 
5 RooanTmp. 
6 RoomTmp. 
7 200 (-100) 
8 200 (-100) 
9 450 (+350) 
10 460 (+350) 
11 RoomTmp. 
12 Room Temp. 
13 RoomTmp. 
PRD-49 (a DuPont T.M.) material strength teets were alm conckcted in  order to 
. establish the acceptability of the material aa an alternate to the 181 glass purge bag 
material. The teste were designed to meamre the effect of temperature and humidity 
upon the basic PRD-49 material (control aamplee) and bonded lap (adhesive shear test) 
joints. EPON 934 was the adheeive used for all of the PRD-49 lap joints. The control 
and ahetar samples without FEP film layere are aa ahown in Figure 3. Separate 
specimen testa were  conckcted at ambient temperature, 450 K (350 F) and 200 K 
(-100 F). Further, selected eamplee were teated after two hour emereion in boiling 
water or after sample temperature cycling from 200 K to 45' K. Test parameters and 
results are summarized io Table 3. Resulte &ow that no degradation occurs in PRD- 
49 material strength or lap joint shear strength as a reault of temperature cycling or 
humidity exposure. 
Table 3. M a t d a l  PRD-49 Streqgth Testa - Result Summary 
I -  1 100Tmp C y c l ~  
I 100 T 5 p  Cycler 
100 T 5 p  Cyclw 
100 T ~ D  -108 
14 I200 (-100) 
4.82 (1085) 402 (58333) 
4.13 (930) 328 (47497) 
13.29 (742) 261 (37857) 
3.94 (888) 322 (46737) 
3.37 1758) 266 (38497) 
5.82 (1310) 
5.26 (1185) 
464 (67179) 
417 160459) 
- 
100 T Q I ~  Cyoler 
100 Tanp Qolw 
- 
- 
2 hr mta boll 
2 hr mtr boll 
2 h r w a t a b o l l  
Ft" 
~ 
Remark 
Lap shear, bond line saparated. 
Lap ehear. PRD-49 broke. 
Lap shear, b o d  line 8spaRtsd. 
Lap skar .  bond h e  rapamted. 
Lap shear. adheslve separated. 
U p  shear, adhesive separated. 
~ 
NOTE: An lap rhou wlmen joint. wmn bonded nltb HYSOL EA 934 adhalve. 
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PRD-49 mter ia l  linear thermal expansion tests were also conducted and the data have 
been evaluated. Tests were conducted after thermal cycling the material between 
200 K (-100 F) and 450 K (+350 F)  in order to establish stable linear expansion data. 
Measurements were made parallel and perpendicular to the material warp. Stable 
linear expansion test data results a r e  presented in Figure 5. Results indicate that 
perpendicular to the warp, the linear coefficient of thermal expansion i s  -8.4 X 10-7 
K1 (-4.7 X 
The average value in the temperature range from 311 K (100 F)  to 450 K (350 F) is 
approximately -1.5 X 10-6 K'l (-8.3 X At temperatures below 311 K 
(100 F) ,  the average coefficient i s  of a lower magnitude. 
R-'). Parallel to warp, the thermal expansion appears non-linear. 
R-l). 
The PRD-49 material appears to be satisfactory structurdly as an alternate purge bag 
material for future applications cor,tingent upon successful completion of selected 
application tests (eg, vibration, machinability, etc) . 
2.2 MODEL PURGE BAG FABRICATION AND TEST PROGRAM 
A subscale model of the purge bag was  selected for fabrication and testing prior to 
full scale bag manufacture. This was accomplished in order to develop manufacturing 
and tooling techniques for the full scale bag and to provide experimental data on bag 
structural performance. The model purge bag manufacturing and testing provided the 
data, techniques, and confidence neceseary to initiate the full scale program. 
The purge enclosure model is shown in Figure 6. The bag model includes the major 
design features of the full scale enclosure which will be fabricated for the 2.2 m (87 in) 
test tank. The similarities between the model bag and the full scale bag as well as the 
model bag test objectives are described below. 
0 
's: 
Figure 5 .  Total Linear Thermal Expansion of PRD-49 (DuPont), 181 Style Cloth/ 
0-73009-2, Class I1 
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FLANGE 
SEAL 
69.96 
(27.72) 
k-, 60.06 (24.00) DLA 
ALL DIMENSIONS CM (MQIEB) 
Figure 6. Purge Enclosure Model 
Design features of the full scale bag described in Reference 2 and the mbecale model of 
Figure 6 include the following: 
a. A flat, rigid forward end pieoe ie provided for equipment mounting and system 
penetratione. The entire bag is supported by this forward end. Standoff bumpere 
are provided new the aft end of the bag to maintain centering. 
b. Each bag half is cylindrical a t  the mfd-section with a conical transition to the ends. 
The aft bag end ie spherical. 
c. A bolted fiberglaes flange is provided to allow separation of the bag halves. 
Eaoh bag half, including eepafation flange, was  mamfaotured during a single layup 
operation. This procedure wae deemed more reliable and economical than manufacturing 
aeparate gore eectione and flange6 and bonding them together. 
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The purge bag separation flanges were sealed after final torquing of the flange screws. 
The screw heads and flange seam were sealed by overlaying with two ply of epoxy 
impregnated glass cloth. The flange nuts were potted with epoxy resin to prevent 
leakage. 
2.2.1 SMALL SCALE BAG FABRICATION. The small scale bag program offered an 
opportunity to examine low coat tooling method8 for fabricating the epow-fiberglass 
bag. A high temperature plaster tool was selected for bag manufacture since the 
procedure is in common use within the incht ry  and is one of the techniques wed a t  
Convair Aerospace. 
A male tool, shown in Figure 7, was constructed from a framework of welded 1.9 cm 
(0.75 in) black pipe. The welds were normalized for 2 hours a t  922% (1200°F) to 
prevent possible distortion during cure. U. S. Gypeum Hydrocal B-11 plaster was 
applied and swept to form a wall 7.66 cm (3 in) thick. The plaster was dried for an 
accumulated time in excess of sixty hours in an air-circulating oven a t  a temperatwe 
of 339 to 350°K (150 to 170°F). The plaster mold was then coated with ten coats of Ram 
Chemical Company's Garalease 915 parting a g a t .  Each coat was air dried a minimum 
of 15 minutee at ambient coaditione before applying the next coat. The dry Garaleam 
915 film was then coated with six spray coats of Frekote 33. 
The one stage lay-up and cure with FEP teflon barrier on both laminate surfaces was not 
practical. Forming and holding the FEP gore sections to the male tool proved to be 
time consuming and the film wrinkled before lay-up ob prepreg began. L a p p  was 
accomplished by laying the prepreg next to the tool aod placing a ply of 50.8 p m (0.002 
in) thick FEP over the prepreg. The part was then vacuum bagged and cured under 
0.687 m (27 in) H g  vacuum for two hours a t  450% (350.F). Temperature was measured 
by a thermocouple in the laminate. 
The cured half-shell presented in the photographs of Figures 8 a d  9 show the resulting 
delaminatione, resin wash-out and wrinkles which contained omdenerrb from the plaster 
not having been completely dry or from the relearn of water of hydration or both. 
Release of moieture from plaster tooling at the required cure  temperature^^ prahibltd 
the urn of plaster for part fabriaation on this program. Tooling constructed from high 
temperature epoxy fiberglass was substituted. 
A femala tod for the small scale bag was than constructed by modifying the auteide 
dimemione of the male plaster tool to oonform to the model bag dimendorre, and 
fabricating the female epoxy tool from a male tool lay-up. The FEP Teilon bag ekh 
material waa cut to fit the female tool and the overlap joints were heat sealed. The 
entlre FEP skin was held in place by w u u m  during bag lay-up. The bag forward end 
enclorrure which provide6 for equipment iounting was bondd to the bag ueing modified 
Creet 7343 polyurethane adhesive which was cured at room temperature. End closure 
fittinge were inetalled using EPON 934 epoxy adhesive to provide a seal* The resulting 
~uccessfully completed model purge bag is shown in Figure'10. 
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ivas observed. X leakage test following completion of all acoustic testing sho. *ed no 
increase in leakage rate. 
2.3 bELTILAYEh INSULATION PUHGLVG TESTS 
AIL1 purging tests using purge pin gas injection were conducted using two types Qf RILL 
The objective of the tests was to demonstraie and verify the purge pin gas injection 
concept for purging MLI of condensable gases. Purge pin radial gas flow injection, 
the effects of purge pin spacing along t!e R2LI blanket, and the effects of purge gas 
flow rates were evaluated. Tests were conducted using Convair Aerospace Superfloc 
hILI and perforated aluminized Mylar/Dacron net 5ILI systems, as described in 
Reference 3, both with and without a simulated purge bag. Three purge gas flow rates 
were used Cor each of these purge pin spacing configurations. Data resulting from 
each of the tests were used to obtain purge gas concentration profiles, blanket purge 
gas equilibrium concencra tion values, hILI blanket purging histories, and comparison 
with previously predicted purge values. 
2.3.1 TEST CONFIGURATION AND SET-UP. The basic test apparatus used for 
testing consisted of a 2.62 m (8 ft) x 0.44 m (16 in) X 0.019 m (0.75 in) purge box 
constructed of C. 00635 m (0.25 in) thick plexiglass sheet. The top of the box was 
relieved along the sides to facilitate access to the MLI and to provide free vewing 
from the AIL1 edge. The box contained a total of 80 plrge sampling probes. 
one were inserted through the top of the box and 38 through the bottom. The test 
apparatus set-up is shown in Figure 18 through 20. Figure 21 shows a typical 
installation of a sampling probe. 
Forty- 
H elium purge gas w a s  injected by means of purge pins (Figure 22) from calibrated 
helium supplies through two stages of regulation. The flow was monitored by 
Rotameters installed in each purge pin flow line during -Ach run. The test apparatus 
was flushed between ium with filtered ambient air through the center purge pin a t  a 
rate of approximately 2.83 m3/hr (100 ft3/hr) until all helium was displaced. 
During the portion of the test which W A S  conducted with a ,imulated plrge bag, the 
entire purge bur was enclosed within a polyethylene bag with a d a d o f f  distance- of 
approximately 5.08 cm (2.0 in) from the &I. The bag contained a 3.18 cm (1.25 ir) 
diameter vent hole located approximately 76.20 cm (30 in) horn the bag end along 5 e  
centerline. Purging measurements conducted during simulated purge bag conditions 
were made at the blanket end furthest from the vent hole. 
The MLI test blankets consisted of 22 layers of Superfl~,: or  34 layers of perforated 
aluminized Mylar/Dacron net with fine mesh face shrsta. Each blanket was 
configured to the p r g e  box dimensions, thus approximating the blanket size for the 
2.21 m (87 in) test tank and the blanket edge butt joints. Purge gas Bampline; probes 
were installed at  the 25%, SO%, a_?  75% depth level in each blanket. The holes cut 
Into the blankets for probe installation were slightly smaller in diameter than the 
probe pin. The resulting tight fit eliminated the need for MLI-to-probe pin adhesive. 
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Figure 21. Purge Gas Sample Probe Typical 
Installation (Superfloc System 
Shown) 
Figure 22. Purge Pin Typical Inetallaffon 
(Superfloc System Shown) 
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After purge 6-mpling probe instal- 
lation, the perforated aluminized 
Mylar/Dacron net blanket was 
stitched together on approximate 
30.5 cm (12 in) centers using Dacron 
"I" fasteners. Materials and blanket 
fabrication imtruc tions were provided 
by McDonnell Douglas (References 
3 and 4). 
2.3.2 INSTRUMENTATIOU. 
2.3.2.1 Pressure. Differential 
pressures between purge pins and 
sampling probes were measured 
using a D y e r  7.62 f 0.025 cm 
(3 * 0.01 in) wa te r  inclined manometer. 
A Meriar.: 76.2 f 0.254 cm (30 f 0.1 
in) water manometer was used for 
pressures greater than 7.62 cm (3.0 
in) of water. 
2.3.2.2 Purm Gas Concentration. 
The GHe/air volumetric composition 
within the MLI blanketa was obtained 
using two Therm0 System Inc. (TSI) 
Model 1352-AA1 hot film anemometers 
(Figure 23). The outplt from these 
sensors results from the cooling effect 
of the helium gas flow over the sensing 
element. 
This cooliqg effect is dependent upon 
gas composition and velocity. Thus, 
the senmrs may be calibrated for vise 
a8 flow mt-srs by maintaining a 
constant gas compoeition, o r  as binary 
composition meters by maintaining a 
constant flow. Generally, the condition 
necessary for use as a composition 
meter is that the flow be a single 
valved function of composition. 
Duping  testing, the flow was deter- 
mined by maintaining a constant 
pressure differential acrose a series 
I 
STm CXART 
UECOADER - 
are additive yielding a larger output 
than if the flow were constant. 
Calibration of the syetem was thus 
poeeible, a d  was conducted using 
calibrated gas corrcentratioo mppliee. 
The final ei@t point physical 
calibrations were made using prepared 
GHe/afr mixtures of loo%, 99%, 98'5, 
9596, 90%, 80%, and40% GHe. These 
calibration mixtures were made by 
filling storage bottles to the desired 
Figure 23. Typical Purge Gas Sampling Probe partial preeeure d air - 0.138 
Meaeuremnt Configuration MN/m2 (a20 wid) for 99% GHe to 
8.27 MN/m2 (= 1200 Paid) for 40% 
GHe) ard then bringing the total preeeure to 13.8 M N h d  (2003 pSig) with U.S. 
Bureau of Mines Grade A Helium. After filling, the storage bottles were Idd horisont- 
ally and m n d  occaeioaally for three days to ineure good mixing. The actual volwmtric 
GHe percentage (* 0.05%) wae thm c ,tarmined ueing a Beckman Model GC-2A ga6 
chromatog3aph. When in urn, the syetasls were repeatedly checked in 100% GHe. 
orifice. Thus, sensor autplt changes 
occurred as a result of changee in gas 
composition. For a binary mixture of 
The aemr outputa were dieplayed on both Cimrun Model 7500A/6900A digital volt- 
metere and on a Sanborn Model 7702A two channel recorder. The total Bystem 
accwacies in the 80% to 100% GHe range were detenmiaed to be better than 0.1% d 
the [ull male rend- ueillg the digital vdtmeters and * 0.2% of full male wing the 
etrip chart recorder. Below 60% GHe, the rrccunrcy slowly degraded to * 1% full scale 
in air. 
-E 
(ULCm 
I 
2.3.3 TEST PROCEDURE. All MLI blanket preeeures were meawlred relative to 
atmoepberic preeeure (gage preeeure). Purge  pi^ Met preesures wem measured 
both with pickup and mpply bps  aa shown in Figure 22. All prseeure meaeureanenta 
were made after achieving squillbrium &as coacentratian during each run. 
- helium a d  air, the senmr output 
increases for both an increasing 
helium concentration a d  an increasing -- DlGlTAL 
2.3.3.1 U p m .  Starting with air at normal roomwnditione in the MLI blanket, a 
flow of GHe purgs &as (SO, 100, or 200 MLI blanket volumeshr) was initlatad throw 
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a specific purge pin configunrtion (1, 3, o r  5 pins). The GHe purge gas concentration 
pietory was  recorded with two sampling probes during each run. Multiple runs were 
required to sample all probes. The number and location of purge probes sampled was 
unique for each of the three purge pin configurations. These runs were cenducted 
without a simulated purge bag enclosing the MLI blanket. For maximvm accuracy at 
the higher GHe concentrations, the etrip chart recorder was adjusted to record 80% to 
100% C!ie with the 0% to 80% range suppressed below scale. 
2.3.3.2 Downrun. Starting with a minimum of 99.8% GHe in the MLJ blanket, the GHe 
inflow was reduced in discrete steps. The GHe concentration in the blanket was  allowed 
to achieve equilibrium concentration. The flow was reduced until the percent GHe at  
the two probes being sampled fell belov 90%. These tests were conducted with simu- 
lated purge bag enclosure. 
2.3.4 PURGE - PIN TEST RESULTS. Results from the purge gas concentration tests 
are presented in Figure 24 through 29. Figures 24 and 25 show selected purge gas 
distribution profiles surrounding a single M L I  purge pin. The profile results 
demonstrate that the radial flow distribution around a purge pin is uniform for both 
the Superfloc and aluminized Mylar/Dacron net MLI blanket systems. 
Figures 26 and 27 present the MLI blanket centerline purge gas distributions at 
selected times without a simulated purge bag. As noted, t t e  aluminized Mylar/Dacron 
net MLI genemlly plrges more rapidly than the Superfloc in the region adjacent to a 
purge pin, but less rapidly than Superfloc at dietances removeu from a purge pin (eg 
at the end of the blanket). This is probably due to the helium diffusing through the 
perforations rather than flowing along the sheets as with Superfloc. Furthsr, neither 
insulation purged to lese than 1% residual condensables at the edges or ends of the 
blankets. This results from diffusion of air back into the blankets from the GHe/air 
boundaries. Figures 28 and 29 show the blanket equilibrium purge gas concentration 
which results a t  the ends and distant edge af each blanket for  each purge pin configuration 
with a simulated purge bag. The enclosing purge bag intercepts the infinite air boundary, 
thus permitting MLI purging to lese than 1% condensables. However, the aluminized 
Mylar/I)acron net MLI required a minimum of twice the purge gas volumetric flow rate 
as the Superfloc to achieve 1% residual condensable gas concentration in the ?.GI blanket. 
A sieprificant improvement (decrea8ed flow) in purge system flow rate was achieved when, 
a? a constant flow rate, the configuration w.8 changed from one purge pin to three. 
Increasing the number of pine from three to five did not eignificantly increase the 
performance further for either MLI system. It  is concluded, therefore, that a three 
pin per blanket configuration will be used on the full scale Convair Aerospace test sjetem. 
Complete prrgiqg uf the test blankets to lese than 1% candeneables in the recommended 
three pin configuration with a nominal 
m€nutes for S u p d o c  and 12 minutee for the aluminized Mylar/bacron netting MLI. 
Based upon the eubject test retsulte, it is cmcluded that the hul scale test tank M U  will 
v o l h r  flow rate occurs in approximately 5 
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NOTES: (1) One Purge Pin 
(2) Blanket Midlayer Measurement 
Figure 24. Purge Gas Dietribution Profile Superfloc MLI 
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SUPERFLOC MLI 
PERFORATED ALUMINIZED MYLAR/DACRON NETTING MLI 
NOTES: (1) One Purge Pin Configuration 
(2) Blanket Midlayer Meaeuremaat 
Figure 25. Purge Gae Dietribution Profile - Superfloc and Perforated Aluminized 
Mylar/Dacron Netting MLI 
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require approximately 5  minute^ duratioa purge for a 100 v o l h r  nominal ,purge rate, 
a d  that the tsact &ratio0 will be configuEtioa dependent. 
Figure 30 presents a comparisca of test data in tbe region of a prge pin with predicted 
purging history of Reference 2. As aoted, good agreement was obtained between 
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Figure 30. Comparisrln d Superfloc Pure? Pin Test 
Data With Aoalytical Predictions 
predicted v a l u e  a d  test data. 
All G:essure drop measure- 
ments obtained throughout the 
MLI teet blankets indicated 
pressure differentials less than 
the tolerance of the preseure 
sensors. Thus, pressureeffects 
were ignored. 
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PURGE SYSTEM DESIGN (TASK 4) 
The purge system design task includes both the development of plrge syetem detailed 
designs and the performance analpie  of the test article design. A significant effort 
during the performance of the task was the definition of the fluid loop concept and hard- 
ware to be procured for use with the full scale test article experimental evaluation. 
3.1 FLUID LOOP HARDWARE DEFINITION STUDY 
3.1.1 TEST SYSTEM CONFIGURATION. The basic purge and repressurization system 
for the test program ie schamatically described in Figure 31. Component f u n c t i d  
requirements, ie, size, power, response, leakage, etc, have been established, and 
vendor parte selected for the teat article to meet these requiremente. 
The component selection process generally consisted of reviewing v e d o r  data obtained 
from the data search. From theee data and from vendor contacts, as many candidates 
as possible were eelected which appear capable of meeting the overall requiremente. 
A request for quote was then prepared and transmitted to each prospective vedor ,  
alclng with a description of the minimum requirements. Where several candidates 
were involved, final selection depended upon availability, cost, design features, and 
qdificatiOn StahlS. 
3.1.2 SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. Major eubsyetem furrctions were deecribd in 
Reference 2. For the test system, the major subegstem functions will be provided aa 
dwcribed below. 
3.1.2.1 Gas Storage and Feed Subeyetans. These eubeyeteme for the test sptem 
will be p&t of the test facJity, ex&mal to the test encloarre. No flight hardware will 
be procured for thie function. As a minimum the test setup will include the the items 
shown in Figure 31. Facilitg &as storage botdee will pwovide the Bourne of helium 
and nitrogen reoilred for purging, preesurieation a d  repressurization d the prge bag. 
A manually a d j u d l e  regulator (Item 1) will allow the inlet preeeure to the eupply flow 
control valve 7, to be adjusted. This permits the eupply Bow rate to be comreniently 
set at different levels. A flow meter (Item 5) wil l  be inetalled in the feed line for flow 
measurement. A preeeure gauge (Item 6) will be provided for meaeurement of the 
feed line preeeure. 
A relief valve (Item 4) will limit the preeeure in the feed line to prevent an B X C ~ E I B  
flow rate to the purge bag. Thb safety feature will protect againet bag rupture from 
e%cese supply flow cawed by e r r w e  regulator setup or  regulator failure. 
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Figure 31. Purge and Repressurization System Schematic 
Manual ehutoff valves (Items 2 and 3) will allow the feed line to be vemtad to vacuum 
chamber pressure. This will prevent gas leahage through the supply flow control 
valve from entering the purge bag during flight simulation teste. 
3.1.2.2 Gas Supply Flow Control Subsyetem. This subsystem will consist of a 
normally closed, sderroid piloted, poppet tvpe &uta€€ valve (Item 7) conlrolled by a 
differential pressure swibh (Item 8) or direct ai@. Valve 7 is apeoed by direct 
cammad for purging operatione. In the preseure control mode, parge bag gauge 
p r o m r e  will came pressure switch 8 to close on decreaeing pressure at 3.44 kN/m2 
(0.5 psig) minimum a d  generate a eignal to open valve 7. Switch 8 opens ar bcmasing 
preeeure at 10.33 H/m2 (1.5 psig) maximum to relearn the oPeaing signal to valve 7. 
This sequemce will repeat several times during an entry represeurieation cycle. A t  
graund level, valve 7 will open occaaiomlly to replenish preeeure lost due to gas 
leakage from the purge bag. 
The prseeure switch controlled supply flow cmtrol subsystem was selecbd bemause 
it Le readfly available. The data search failed to locate available qualified prseeure 
controller operated flow control va lva  which meet the design criteria required for 
this applicatiar. Such a eysbm is feasible, howmer. 
The supply flow control valve has a flow area equivalent to a sharp edge orifice of 
0.605 cm (0.238 in) diameter (G = 0.6). Port size is for 0.95 cm (3/8 in) tubing. 
-um feed line gauge pressure will be 1. XI m/m2 (200 psig). 
3.1.2.3 Gas Distribution &beyeterm. This subayelam receivee gae from the eupply 
flow oontrd mbsyebm a d  dietrihtee it throughout the MLI. The gae disLribution 
approach is to raub a manifold tube thrmgh each of thme purge fairing plemme under 
the MLI. The manifold tube will have an orifice outlet in eaoh plemm. The purge 
gae ia concboted from the plewms into the layers of MLI through parge pine. 
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Examination indicates that the existing manifold tube 0.635 cm (1/4 in) diameter on the 
2.2 m (87 in) test tank is adequate for the purge distribution system. 
3.1.2.4 Bleed Flow Control Subsystem. This subsystem maintains tbe bag presmre 
within allowable limits during controlled operatioas. The normally closed bleed flow 
control valve (Item 10) is opened to allow purge bag gas to vent during purging. The 
bleed flow control mbsystem will also sense excessive purge bag pressure and act to 
open the bleed flow control valve until excess pressme is relieved. This action is 
required to prevent bag mpture during go-around ascent, ferry mission ascent, or 
internal leakage failure of the supply flow control vaivi3. 
The minimum flow capacity of the bleed flow control valve is dictated by the maximum 
flow required at the minimum absolute pressure of the purge bag. The worst case 
would be failure of the supply flow control valve to close during deorbital maneuvers. 
Analysis has shown that an effective sharp edge orifice sized for this condition, will 
maintain an acceptable purge bag pressure during ground purging operations. 
The bleed orifice (Item 11) required is of 2.34 cm (0.921 in) diameter for a 0.0063 
Kg/m (50 Ibhr) maximum helium flow capability. The effective throat diameter of the 
bleed flow control valve is 4.11 cm (1.62 in). 
3.1.2.5 Vent Subsystem. This subsystem const ta  of an electrically operated 15.24 cm 
(6 in) butterfly valve (Item 12) which will be opened during vacuum chamber evacuations 
simulating ascent. The large size valve is compatible with experimentation with various 
vent area sizes up to 15.24 cm (6 in) in diameter. 
3.1.3 FAIL SAFE FEATURES. The purge bag will be protected against cdlapee and 
rupture by incorporating the fcllowing fail aafe features. 
A seoordary access preeeure relief valve (Item 14) will act as a back-up for failure of 
the bleed flow control subsystem during test. A pressure operated mwhnnhal valve 
will be used 80 that it  is active at all times. The relief valve will have a minimum 
crack pressure slightly above bleed flow control subspatem full flow preseure. 
Maximum fuli flow pressure will not exceed a safe limit of purge bag preeeure. 
3.1.4 SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS. Table 5 mmmarieee the preliminary b i g n  
parametere being wed to design the purge and represmrizatlon system. All other 
syetem parameters rud requiremanta are in the system requirements document found 
in Refereme 2. 
3.1.5 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA. The criteria wed to define the eyetem 
performawe reqiirementa are deecribed below. 
Purge bag preeeure control functioa levels shown in Table 6 were selected to allow each 
preeeure control function to operate within the purge bag preeeure parame-6 without 
interference. Under normal conditions of pressurization and repreemrimtion, the 
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Table 5. Design Parametere for the Purge and Repreeeurization System 
Remarke 
Factor of 2.5 X calculated eetimate d 
max repressurization flow mte. Same 
2. Typical of flight gas mpply temp. 
Purge Elllclosure 
UlL Gauge Press. 
limit pressure is based on ultimate 
gage pressure where 
1. Fwd Fairing 
2. MidFairing to each fairing. 
n a pmtical reel 
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Purge Bag Gauge 
Pressure 
m/m2 (wig) Value 
24.13 
18.62 
17.23 
15.86 
13.80 
10.33 
8.96 
4.48 
3.44 
1.38 
0.21 
Pressure Control Event 
(3.50) 
(2.70) 
(2.50) 
(2.30) 
(2.00) 
(1.50) 
(1.30) 
(0.65) 
(0.50) 
(0.03) 
(0.20) 
I.
max 
min 
max 
max 
llliLx 
max 
min 
min 
min 
min 
min 
~ ~~~ ~ 
Secondary relief valve at max flow m increasing pressure 
Secondary relief valve cracks on increasing pressure. 
Bleed valve msc full flow pressure. 
Bleed pressure switch closes on increasing pressure. 
Supply flow control limit of overshoot. 
Supply pressure switch opens on increasing pressure. 
Bleed pressure switch opens on decreasing pressure. 
Bleed flow control valve closes on decrelsing pressure. 
Supply pressure switch closes on decreaBing pressure. 
Supply flow control valve is open on decreasing pressure. 
Bag pressure lower limit during purge. 
supply flow control subsyatem will maintain purge bag gauge pressure between the 
a&itrarily eetabliehed limits of 13.8 W/m2 (2.00 p i g )  max to 1.38 kN/m2 (0.2 psig) 
min. The other control function is provided to prevent bag rupture o r  collapse. 
The supply flow control subsystem worst case response requirements are defined as 
followe : 
a. The closing or shutoff response of the supply flow control subsystem shall prevent 
purge bag preeeure from exceeding 13.8 kN/m2 (2.0 psig) when charging the bag a t  
maximum flow with the LH2 tank at room temperature. Calculated maximum rate of 
pressure increase is 1.84 kN/m2 aec (0.375 pei/sec). 
b. The opening responee If the supply flow control eubeystem shall prevent purge bag 
pre~ssure from decrear ing below 1.38 kNim2 (0.2 psig) for a maximum rate of 
ambient preseure bi earn of 0.69 kN/m2 880 (0.1 psi/eec) (estimated from descent 
pressure curve d mqrLzements document, Reference 2). 
Figure 32 show8 eyetem response requirements for a pressure switch controlled 
sdemid  ehutdf valve eyetem. This type of system could tolerate as much a8 a 0.267 
BBC cloeing reeponee and a 3.0 sec opening response. Actual reeponee of thie type of 
eystam is on the order of 0.08 to 0.12 aec. 
The bleed flow control subsystem waret case response requirements for a pressure 
ewitch controlled electrically oparated bleed valve are defined aa followe: 
a. l'he opening reeponee of the bleed valve control subsystem shall prevent purge bag 
pressure from increaeing above 17.23 kN/m2 (2.50 psig) when charging the bag at 
m a x i ~ ~ u m  flow with the LH2 tank at room temperature. The maximum calculated rate 
of preseure imrease is 1.84 W/m2 sec (0.375 pdeec). 
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Figure 32. Supply Flow Control Vdve  Response Requirements 
b. Ths bleed flow control valve shall close under the worst condition d bag prt?aeure 
decay, prior to the time the pressure reaches a level which will cause the mpply 
flow control valve to open. The worst case pressure decay rate would be a sea 
level blowdown of the purge bag t h o  h the open bleed valve. The minimum 
pressure is assumed to be 4.48 kN/m (0.65 psig). Yi 
Figure 33 shows system responee requirements for a pressure switch contro!led, 
electrically operated shutoff valve system. This type of system would require a 1.00 
second opening and closing reeponee. This response rate is a consequence of sizing 
the supply and bleed system for 0.0063 kg/sec (50 Ib/hr) maximum flow. A smaller 
flow capability wauld result in increased response time. 
Figure 33. Bleed Flow Control System Relrponee Requirements 
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3.2 ANALYTICAL STUDIES 
Analyses were conducted in order to establish the test tank purge system flow rt:e 
requirements or tank system overall thermal performance. The analyses conducted 
include a purge and repressurization gas flow rate analysis, a parametric MLI gold 
thickness inhlysis, a purge plenum venting ana repressurization analysis, and a 
system thermal analysis. The analyses were conducted either parametrically or  for 
worst case parameter conditions. 
3.2.1 PURGE AND REPRESSURIZATION GAS FLOW RATE ANALYSIS. Sizing of the 
purge and repressurization system fluid loop hardware necessitates that helium mass 
flow rates be established for the required flow conditions. Three flow conditions requir- 
ing flow rate definition were established: (1) system repressurization during re-entry, 
(2) purge gas make up during tank chilldown, and (3) system purging prior to cryogen 
tanking. The purge and repressurization system is designed for a single helium gas 
mass flow rate that will accommodate all of the above flow conditions. Thus, only a 
single gas distribution system is required. 
3.2.1.1 Analytical Approach. Each of the flow conditions defined above ha3 been 
analyzed to determine the transient helium gas flow rate required to maintain a positive 
pressure in the prge  bag. Purge bag negativs presslire differentials may result in bag 
collapse or  nitrogen or  at- in-flow into tfie system which cannot be tolerated during 
cryogenic operation. Thus, the predicted flow rztes obtained are the minimum rates 
necessary for proper system operation. 
A traneisnt analysis has been conducted to determine the total helium purge or repressuri- 
zation mass requirement for the 2.2 m (87 in) diameter test tan4 for each of the three 
flow conditions above. The mass flow rates were determined as the time rate of change 
(slope) of the transient total gas mass curves. 
System pressure during the tank chilldown and purging portion of the analysis was assumed 
to be one atmosphere and utilized a purge bag external radiative environmental tempera- 
ture of 316 K (570R). During the re-entry analysis, the system pressure was as indicated 
in the firat quarterly report (Ref. 2, Figure AS). The corresponding external radiative 
temperature was allowed to increase linearly from 200 K (360 R) to 450 K (810 R) in 
900 seconds, maintain 450 K (810 R) to 1100 seconds, and decay to 397 K (715 R) at 1300 
seconde. This temperature history follows the general temperature increase suggested 
in Reterence 2. 
Purge gas make up during tank chilldown was analyzed for three separate tank chilldown 
rates; 5 minutes, 10 minutes, and 20 minutes. These chilldown rates represeat values 
that mi@t be used on typical cryogenic tanks. 
Mass flow rates during MLI purging were obtained from the analytical reeults presented 
in the second quarterly progress report (Rd. 1) and converted here to mas13 flow units. 
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3.2.1.2 Repressurization Model Description. A typical represeurization model ob the 
gas filled MLI is presented in Figure 34. The model consists of a section of test tank 
skin covered with 44 layers of Superfloc MLI, enclosed within a purge bag which has a 
standoff distance of 2.54 cm 
(1.0 in). The mode of heat 
transfer between each MLI 
layer and between the MLI 
and purge bag was  gaseous 
conduction a d  thermal 
radiation. 
Vehicle S ~ N C ~ U ~ S  
Figure 34. Repressurization Model (Reentry 
Condition Shown) 
The model was segmented into 
47 thermal nodes and contained 
92 thermal reeietances betmen 
nodes. A transient thermal 
solution to the network of 
nodes, resistancee , and 
associated boundary cmditions, 
was provided by meane of a 
modification d the numerical 
procedure of the Convair 
Aerospace thermal analyzer 
computer program (Rderence 
5). The program is a versatile heat conduction code which accommodates a broad 
variety of boundary conditione and includes convenient simulation of free and/or forced 
convection, and radiative heat exchange. A modification to the program, which is as 
yet unpublished, provides an option in which conduction linkages are rdjusted to 
accommodate varying interlayer pressures (if required). A simplified solution of h e  
average interlayer preesure is obtained by means of a eolution based upon the momentum 
relationships d Reference 6. The conthuurn regime value of gaseous thermal 
conductivity is accordingly reduced based upon the Corrucini relationship wnich 
predict8 the effect upon thermal conductivity due to gaa rrrification. 
3.2.1.3 Analytical Reeulte. Reeults d an analysis are preeented in Figure8 35 through 
38. Figure 35 ehowe the total repressurization helium gas mass flow rate during 
re-entry for the test tank configuration. A6 shown in Figure 35, the peak ropreesuri- 
zation flow rate of 9.0 @/hr (19.9 Ibeh r )  occur after approximately 1140 second8 of 
re-entry flight (ie, time from 121,920 m (400,000 ft)). The greatest effect upon 
repr.eseurization gas 111888 flow rate is from increasing atmospheric bre8eure rather 
than chilling of the repreeeurization gas. Figure 36 &owe the purge gaa total mass 
flow rate requirement during tank chilldown prior to cryogen tanking. Three tank 
ohilldown rates were oaaeidered; 5 minutea, 10 minutee, and 20 mimtee. A linear 
tank chilldown from 316K (570R) to 22K (4OR) in the time epecified was ueed in the 
analysis. The peak prge gas mas13 flow rate occur13 for the shorter chilldown time as 
v t e d .  The greatest value obtained w a ~  3.42 kg/hr (7.55 ibelhr) for the 5 minute 
3 -8 
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' tank chilldown time. Chilldown 
times shorter than 5 minutes 
duration were not considered 
as they were deemed impractical. 
Figures 37 and 38 present the 
helium mass flow rate require- 
ment during pretanking purging. 
Figures 37 and 38 were deter- 
mined in mass flow rate units 
from the purging analysis 
information presented in the 
Second Quarterly Progress 
Report (Reference 1). 
As shown in Figure 37, any 
mass flow rate in excess of 7 
kghr (15.5 l b s h r )  results in 
M U  purging within 300 seconds. 
o IO 20 so 40 so 60 IO BO so 100 110 IZO xm I40 IM) 
HELNI; PURGE GAB PLOW U T E  (Vhr) 
Figure 38. Total H e  Mass Required for Purging 
to 1% GN2 
Figure 38 presents the total helium map''. required to purge the MLI to 1% residual 
nitrogen. As indicated in Figure 38, only appraximalsly 0.2 kg (0.44 lbs) of helium 
could be saved by increasing the purge gas flow rate as high as 100 kghr (220 lbs/hr). 
This gas savings has been deemed insignificant which eliminates purge gas total ma88 
as an effective mass flow rate parameter. Thus, any purge gas flow rate which results 
in a satisfactory MLI purge time to 1% residual nitrogen is acceptable during MLI 
purging prior to tanking. Seven kghr (15.5 l b s h r )  has been selected as the minimum 
permissible flow rate for this purpose. 
3.2.1.4 Gas Flow Analysis. The following conclusione and recommendations are 
presented as a result of the purge and repressurization system helium mass flow rate 
requirements analysis. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
The repressurization gas mas8 flow rate during re-entry must be eufficient 
to provide a t  least 9 kg/hr (19.9 lbshr ) .  
During tank chilldown, the prge system muat provide a helium mass flow 
rate of 3.42 kg/hr (7.55 l b s h r )  f a r  a tank chilldown duration of 5 minutes. 
Purge gas maes flow rate8 of at leaet 7 kghr (15.5 Ibeh r )  will provide 
MLI purging to 1% reeidual nitrogen within 300 seconde. 
The flow rate requirement for repreeeuri&ation 8atiefiee each of the mass 
flow requirementa of 1 through 3 above. Thus, 9 kg/hr (19.9 Ibehr) has 
been adopted a8 the minimum requlred purge and repreeeurizatbn gas ma88 
flow rate. 
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5.  For the Convair Aerospace test tank configuration, a mass flow rate require- 
ment of 22.65 kg/hr (50 l b s h r )  has been adopted for hardware sizing. This 
value provides a large flow rate safety factor and will permit variable flow 
rate testing. 
3.2.2 PARAMETPIC STUDY OF MLI GOLD THICKNESS. An analysis had been 
previously reported (Reference 1) in which the minimum gold total thickness require- 
ment for the Superfloc goldized MLI was eetablished, (800A). A subsequent analysis 
has been completed to determine the sensitivity of the gold thickness requiremect due to 
MLI average temperature, layer transmittance, and fractional total black body radiant 
energy maximum wavelength .. ariances. The previous analysis uses an MLI average 
temperature of 222K (400R) a layer transmittance of 0.005 (0.5%), and a 95% total black 
bo@ radiant energy maximum wavelength. The current analysis includes MLI average 
temperatures of 211K (380R) and 233K (120R), layer + ammittances from 0.005 to 0.02, 
and o 90% total black body radiant energy maximum wavelength. 
The current calculations use malytical techniques identical with those of the previous 
analysis. The techniques consist of repeatedly solviog Lambert's absorption equation 
and Maxwell's electromagnetic equations for gold layer thickness using different initial 
parameters. The gold thickuesses computed are the minimum values which will limft 
the layer transmittance to the initially desired value, a t  the specific MLI average 
temperature and fractional biiick body energy value. Although the results are deter- 
mined from two different theories in different spectral regions, coincidence was 
established at the louger wavelengths. 
Hesulta are presented in Figu j 39 and 40. Figure 39 provides a summary of the 
analysis. Shown if the minimum required gold total 3Mumse as a function af the 
three variables (MLI average temperature, layer transmittance, and fractional total 
blackbody energy maximum wavelength). Figure 40 present6 the minimum required 
gold Wchem as a function of wavelength and transmittance. The wavelength parameter 
in Figure 40 oombines the effects of temperature and fractional total black body energy 
wavelength. The analysis shows that minor changes in the MLI average temperature 
and fractional total black body energy wavelength results in only minor changes in the 
gold thickness requirement. Further, large relative changes in transmittance (eg, 
100%) results in minimum required gold thickness changes of only approximately 15%. 
Thus, the minimum g,id thickness requirement is not extremely seneidvie to any of 
the parametere investigated and the 800 A total gold thickness requirement per layer 
of MLI appears to be applicable over a moderately wide range of boundary conditions. 
3.2.3 PURGE PL3NUM VENTING AND REPRESSURIZATION. The 2.21 m (87 in) 
diameter test tauk is designed suoh that the M U  system purge and repressurization 
gas is injeuted equally into the plena formed by the forward, aft and mid fairings on 
the tank. The MLI plrge pins are mounted through the fairings and eubeequeatly 
provide gas injection into the MLI as the plena become nressurized. Structural 
analyses have indicated that the eRisting fairings requlre stiffening in order to 
withstand plenum pressurization in excem of approximately 6.2 Torr (0.1 prdd). 
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Figure 39. Predicted Total Gold 
Thickness Versus Transmittance 
Thie limited plenum pres ure veeael 
capability was deemed inadequate to with- 
stand repressurization ioads, Subsequent 
redesign of the fairings have increased the 
maximum allowable plenum pressure 
differential capability to 83 Torr (1.6 paid) 
and 516 Torr (10 p i d )  for the forwardjaft 
and mid fairings, respectively. Bucawe of 
the plenum represeurization structural 
requirements an ascent plenum venting and 
repressurization analyeie were required to 
inmre the plenum maximim allowable 
pressure differentials are not exceeded and 
to establish the maximum repressurization 
gas flow ratee. In arldiion, the test tank 
system includes a represeurization flow 
termination preesure sensor internal to the 
purge bag but exiernal to the pleus. As the 
pressure in the purge bag increases during 
repressurization to the n o d  operating 
pressure of 77 Torr (1.5 psidj, ths inlet 
, 
flow to the plena is terminated. Ti:; gas within the plena vent down into the purge bag 
until plena/prge tag pressure equflization is achieved. The purge bag premure in 
excess of the flow termination pressure is defined as the purge bag pressure overaboot. 
An analysis has thus been conducted in which the pressure differential across the plena 
and the magnitude of the purge bag prcrrure overshoot have been established during 
plenum ascent venting and plenum re--try repressurization. 
3.2.3.1 Plenum Venting and Repressurization Analytical Techniques. Plenum o r  
p!enum/purge bag combination p re~aure  changes were computed by the techniques 
presented in Reference 2. An expression describing the time rate of change of pressure 
was derived from the non-steady energy equation. The expressi a depends upon plenum 
vent or  repressurization gat3 net flow rates. With flow into arid aut from the plenum in 
pressure-volume unite (flow rates, Q, in micron-cc-eec-1) 
P = plenum pressure 
Y' 
V = plewmvolume 
Qin = 
$ut= 
the ratio of specific heats 
flow into the rlenum 
flow out from the plenum 
Gas flow through the plenum purge pin orifice is given by 
or  
C, = 
Cm = 
A = 
P = 
AP- { 
Po 
a mmerical constant = 54860 c d e e c  
a numerical constant = 25700 c d e e c  
purge pin orifice flow area 
prsssure in the plenum 
P-Po non-choked flow 
0.5133 P choked flow 
preeeure outeide p:enum (ambient preeeure per Rd. 2, or preeeure 
1 n purge bag) 
The conetants C, and C, contain faotors for unit mnvereion and 0.6 as the flow 
dimharge coefficient, 
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TO compute traneition and slip-flow through the purge pin orifice a linear interpolation 
ie performed on ths Knudaen ruder (Ka) within the range 0.01 < Kn 1.0 at Kn = 1.0, 
Q = Qmlwultr and at Kn = 0.01, Q = QL -0~s. -9t intermediate values of Kn the linear 
interpolation reeults in a Q which ie weiated between Qmolwdar and Qcmtinuw by the 
Knudaennumbent. 
rntegratioa of Equation 1 was accomplished by Euler's method. The program for 
integrating Equation 1 was d t t e n  for venting etudes a d  was coupled to the CABR6N 
code deccribed in Reference 2, as a subroutine. 
For the venting analysis, thb time dependent ament ambient pressure (Po), from 
Refereace 2, was programmad in table form, and was evaluated by linear intexpolaticm 
at the current computational lime. 
For the repreaeurization analyeis, the presmue in both the plenum and purge bag were 
determid ueing Equation 1. The Gut from the plamm was upctated aa Bin for the 
plqp bag. The boudary preesure for the plerum was the purge bag pressure at the 
previae  time step. The repressurization analyeis was conducted parametrically with 
the repreerrurization gas flow rate as the independent variable. 
The block diagnune d Figurea 41 and 42 illustrate the computational steps for the plenum 
V- ami repreeeurivltiun analyses, respectively. 
3.2.3.2 Plenum Venting and Repemurization Analytical Models. During venting, the 
puqp bag 15.24 cm (6.0 in) dtameter vent valve is open to ambient. In the venting 
cop$gurati<rr, the reeulting purge bag preeaure is equal to the ambient preeeure (eee 
Refewoacr. 2). The, the venting model consists of a single plenum, venting to ambient. 
preeeure through purge pine which are simulated by a ebarp edge ohice of equivalent 
flow area. 
During repeeambation, the helium gas ie introduced into the plenum. Subeequent 
vnntfrvr d the pleplm into the purge bag thrcugh the plrge pine occurs as the plenum 
preemre increaeee. Tbe reeulting rim in pnge bag praeeure establiehes the boundary 
preeeure for the plenum. The repreamrhtion model thus eimulatee two plena in tadern, 
separated by an equivalent flow area sharp edge orifice. The repreeeurimYon gae ie 
intm&ced equally into the fad, aft, and mid Wringem 
The amlytical models for plerum venting and repreemrization are down in Figure 43. 
3.2.3.3 Analytical Reeulte. Remdte from the venting analysis are presented in Figure 
44. The predictsd marcmUm preeeure Merential acrom a plenum during ament 
ventlpg is 5.2 Torr (0.1 petd). Thie value ie well betlow the mudmum allowable a d  ia 
thue eatiefactory. 
Rwpreeaurimtion and purge bag pressure overshoot analytical results are preeented in 
Figuree 46 thmgh 47. Figure 46 &owe typical repreearricatlon plena preeeure 
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histories as well as the resulting pressure differential history. Figure 46 provides the 
maximum plenum pressure differential versus repressurization gas flow mte. For a 
maximum allowable fo rwadaf t  plenum pressure differential of 83 Torr (1.6 psid), 
Figure 46 indicates a maximum allowable repressurization gas flow rate of 26 kghr 
(57 I b s b ) .  Further, from Figure 46, the maximum allowable repressurization czs 
flow rate for the mid fairing (maximum allowable pressure differential of 516 Torr 
(10 psid)) f a r  cxceeds that for the f o r w a d a f t  fairings. Thus, the 26 kg/hr (57 lbshr) 
eEtablit3heS the maximum allowable repressurization gas flow rate. Figure 47 shows 
the purge bag overshoot presmre versus repressurization gas flow rate of 26 kg/hr 
(57 Ibe/hr), the purge bag overshoot maximum pressure differential is 98 Torr (1.9 
psid). Normal purge bag operating prwsure is 77 to 103 Torr (1.5 to 2.0 psid), thus, 
no purg~ bag overpressurization is expected. 
3.2.3.4 Conclusions a d  Recommendations. The following conclusions and recommenda- 
tions are presented as a result af the Convair Aeroepxe test tank configuration plenum 
venting and repressurization analytical predictions: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Plenum maximum pressure differential during ventfrg is 5.2 Torr (0.1 pid) .  
This value is well below the maximum allovable and is therefore acceptable. 
Forwedaf t  plenum maximum allowable repressurization gaa Bow rate is 
26 kg/hr (57 lbshr). This value is much lee8 than the maximum allowable 
for tbe mid fairing plenum and thus establishes the maximum allowable for 
the test tank egetem. 
Purge bag preemre overshoot reeulting from the maximum allowed 
represeurization gas flow rate is within the purge bag normal operation 
rang8= 
The maximum repressurization gas flow rate for the Convair Aerospace test 
configuration wil l  be llmited to 22.7 kghr (50 Ibehr).  This reduced flow 
rate read& in an approximate 12% safety margin for hardware eizing a d  
plenum preeeurtation limits. 
3.2.4 LARGE SCALE SYSTEM THERMAL ANALYSIS. A complete thermal analysis 
was coaducted for simulated space thermal equilibrium conditione for the 2.21h.89 m 
(87.6h4.5 in) diameter cryogenic storage tank and amintad  structure. The basic 
tank/insulation system cotmists of an oblate spheroid tplnk, low conductive fibergiaes 
support strub, 44 layers (two blankntg) of double goldteed Upton Supefloc MLI, an 
M U  purge system, and an encloeing shroud. Forward, aft, and mid section fiberfiass 
fairinga are fitted to the tank in order to facilitate Supefloc btanltet manufacture, 
installation and support. The basic tank/insulation system codiguration ie presented 
in Figure 48. 
The amlysie WBB copduoted in order to establieh the eyetern overall thermal perform- 
ance and to inwellgate the effeote upon tbrmal pedormanw resulting from degraded 
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MLI thermal radiation properties 
(emittance) and/or MLI interstitial 
gas pressure. 
Portions of the thermal modeling 
and model basic computations 
were obtained from Reference 7 
and were used in the subject 
analysis as required. 
The thermal analysis of the purge 
and repressurization system test 
tank and associated structure was 
conducted using an improved 
version of the Reference 5 Convair 
Thermal Analyzer Compter Code. 
A thermal model composed of 231 
separate thermal nodes and 688 
thermal resistances w a s  generated 
thermal analysis was conducted 
parametrically in which the MLI 
emittance and interstitial pressure 
Figure 48. Convair Aerospace 2.21h.89 m for solution by the above code. The 
(87.6/74.5 in) Purge and Repressurization 
System Test Tank 
were  independent variables. The S u p d o c  flat sheet emittance range was 0.010 to 
0.030, while the interstitial pressure range was 1 x lo4 to 1 X 10-6 Torr. Specified 
values for emittance and interstitial pressure are 0.020 and 1 x 10-5 Torr, respectively. 
The system total heat leak remlta from six separate but interacting component contri- 
butions 88 indicated below. 
Componmt Componeat Heat Transfer Mode 
1. MLILayers Solid Conduction, Radiation 
2. MLI Blanket Seam Joints Radiation 
3. Purge, Support, andTwinPins Solid Conduction 
4. ResidualGarr conduction 
5. Penetrations Solid Conduction, Radiation 
6. SupportStruts Conduction, Radiation 
Each component section was thermally modeled and included in the overall computer 
model as diecueesd in the following seotions. 
3.2.4.1 Multilayer heulotion (MLI) Layers. Two MLI blankets were analyzed for the 
te* tank. Each blanket coneleta of two face sheets and 22 Ehperfloc shields. However, 
the total number of &idda coaeidered in the amlyefs was 45, since BOW face ebeets 
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and 8hhldS are in direct thermal contact (ie, no separating tufts). The total MLI 
blanket was divided into 19 regions along the surface of the tank and/or fzirings. Each 
region was segmented into five thermal nodes in depth representing the let, Uth, Srd, 
34th, and 45th shielde. MLI inner and outer surface nodes as well 88 purge bag a d  
fairing bmndary nod- are ehown in Figure 49. 
Heat transfer through the MLI layers results from two components, interlayer radiation 
and solid conductiou along the Dacron tufte. 
The thermal radiation energy passing thraugh n parallel surfaces is given by 
- -  I
214 
I 
213 
I 
r I 
Figure 49. Thermal Model Nodal 
Mematic of Tank and Ineulatloa 
Configuration 
4 4 3 A o  (Th -Tc  ) 
Qrad = n- 1 
The radiation interchange factor far multiple 
shields is 
1 
(l/€l + l/€z -1) (n-1) 3 =  
in which €2 and €1 are the emi#ancee of tbe 
goldized Kapton shields with a d  without 
flocked tufts, respectively. Rdereace 8 
suggests an eqreeeion for the determination 
of €2 from €1, based upou the ratio d tuft 
area to the Kaptm total area, ie, 
- A )  t < =- At € + 
Atot t Atot 
Since the analysie WBB cmducted parametrically 
with €1 as an independent variable, €1 ~ a 8  
coneidered to be independent of the shield 
temperature. The reeultiog 3 over tbs range 
of €1 considered in the aaalysie (0.01 to 0.03) 
for 12 goldized Kapton ehielde is &own in 
Figure 50. 
Solid thermal conduotion throw &peril00 
results from intershield contaot through the 
Dacron tufts. Conchtion through Superfloo 
ie obtained fmm the claedod conduction 
equation 
KA 
%o& =T PhoTc) 
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MLI FIAT SHEET EMITTANCE, 
Figure 50. M U  Z for 12 Double Goldized 
Superfloc Shields 
in  which K is the MLI effective 
thermal conductivity due to the 
Dacron tufts. The effective K 
has  been established by combined 
analytical a d  avperimental 
analysis in Reference 9 ard is 
shown in Table 7. Also presented 
in Table 7 are the Superfloc 
shield characteristics employed 
in the analysis. 
Radiation interchange factors 
between the fairing internal 
surfaces and tank skin were 
obtained from Reference 7. An 
emittance of 0.85 was  used for 
the fiberglass fairings. The 
emittance cf the iridite aluminum 
tank surface was based upon test 
data obtained from the Convair 
Space Sciences Laboratory, and by estimating tha effects of degradation. A value of 
0.03 (at 22K (MR)) was used. 
Table 7. Superfloc MLI Parameters 
Parameter 
Tuft spacfng 
Tuft Spacing Deneity 
Tuft Diameter 
Number d Dacron Needles Contacting 
Needle Length 
Needle Diarneter 
Emittance of Tuft Area 
Effootive T d t  Thermal Conductivity 
Adweat Shield 
(Reference 9) 
Value -
0.95 cm (3/8 in) 
11023 tufts/m2 MLI (1024 tufta/f@ MLI) 
0.15 cm (0.060 in) 
20 Needles  per Tuft 
0.10 cm (0.040 in) 
0.0018 cm (0.000691 in) 
0.95 
_ _  watts BtU 
0 (0) 1.395X10-6 (.807X10'6) 
111.1 (200) 1.528X10-6 (.884X10'6) 
222.2 (400) 1.685X10-6 (.975X10°6) 
333.3 (600) 1.814xlO-6 (1.05x 10-6) 
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3.2.4.2 MLI Blanket Seam Joints. Blanket seam heat transfer analysis was based upon 
the techniques of Reference 10. A design seam width of 0.0016 m (0.0625 in) together 
with a seam depth of 0.0019 m (0.75 in) (depth of one blanket) was used. The equation 
describing the seam radiation heat transfer rate is 
in which f = dimens idem function of the butted joint width tu depth ratio (f = 0.0182 
for the subject analysis, see Reference 10). 
The Thermal Analyzer code uses the following equation for computing radiation heat 
transfer 
Radiation heat transfer correapondemce thus exists when 
Ai = 4s 6, f = 0.001138 I ,  % 
3.2.4.3 Purge, Support a d  Twin Pins. Heat transfer &rough the MLI due to purge, 
support, and twin pine, dong with their aasociabd grommets, occurs by solid 
conduction. The eupport pins are constructed of unidirrctionrrl fiberglass while the 
grommets, seam pine, and pur* pins are mamfactured from polyphenylene oxide 
(PPO). Temperature depeadent conductive resistance parameters (&/A) were computd 
for each pin and/o;. pin-grommet as required by the Convair Thermal Analyzer Code. 
Charpctarietic dimeneione and rosbtauce parameters of the pins and grommets are 
summarized in Table 8. The full scale design contains 49 support pins, W grommets, 
536 seam pine with grommets, and 39 purge pine. The thermal conihctivity for the 
fiberglam and PPO as ued in the analysis were euctracted from Refa mce 9 and are 
preeented in Figure 51. 
Table 8. Pin and Grommet Characteristics 
3.81 (1.5) - 
1.91 (0.75) - 
Support Pins 
Support Pin Grommet 1.91 (0.75) .325 (. i2b)  
Seam Pine 
Seam Pin Grammet 1.91 (0.75) .226 (. 089) 
Purge Pin 3.81 (1.5) .330 (. 130) 
(allotted) 
Outside Dia, 
C M  (in) Material - 
.320 (. 125) Fiberglaea 
.457 (.l80) PPO 
.210 (.0825) PPO 
,358 (.141) PPO 
.508 (.NO) PPO 
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. .  : 3.2.4.4 Rebidual Gas Conduction. Heat o.6 
transfer through MLI results, in part, 
from residual gaseaus condcction. For o,5 
the subject analysie, residual gaseous 
con&ction was  computed using the 
techniques suggeeted by Corruccini 
(Reference 11) which provides for the 
modification of the thermal conductivity 
of the residual gas resulting from 
reduce? pressures. For gaeeous 
conduction Q = (KEF A/h)(Th-Tc). From 
Reference 11 
.. - 
, , . ..: i 
..: i :  . ..... :. . 'w:' .!I \ , # \  X b  . . .  
. . . . .  
KA 
Q = -  &+zg (Th-Tc) 
3lN' 
-._-- 
:IN. 
t ' : ' :  "' !o:: 
TEMPERA'IURE.* 
where 0 -  
g = (-)(y)($ tF
Figure 51. Thermal Conductivity of 
For Correspondence KEF/A = K/ (A+ 2g) o r  
KEF = &K/(&+2g) Oxide (PPO) 
Fiberglass and Polyphenylene 
Thus, the effective gaeeous thermal conductivity (KEF) at low pressure as used in the 
analpis is defined by modifying K by the product of A/(&+2g). The Thermal Analyzer 
Code was  modified to include the above KE;.' as a function of pressure, and thermal 
resistance parameters (&/A) were included in the thermal model. 
All reeietance types which contribute to the heat transfer rate through the MLI layers 
a d  ihhs typical MLI region thermal model are preeented in Figure 52. 
3.2.4.5 Tenetratione. Three penetration linea (fill/drain, vent, and instrumentation) 
ax'trd f~*om the tank door to vacuum chamber facilidee, thus resultiog in potential heat 
Inak paths. &perfloc MLI encloew each af the cylindrical lines. The outer MLI 
eurfac 3 tsmperatura for the penetrations external to the purge bag wm constrained to 
the vaturn chamber wall temperature (292K (525R)) while the inner surface temperature 
WPR compLted by an energy balance. The thermal resistance through the penetration 
MLI wm expresaed by a variable radiation reeietance. The conduction resistance was 
considered as part of the radiation resistance. The surface area of the outer layer was 
used. 3 is tabulated in Tables 7, 8 and 9 of Appendix A, and includes the effects of the 
ama ratio between the inner and outer layer surface as well  as the average temperature 
between the two layers. 
The fill/drain and vent line therxnal model nodal schematic is presented in Figure 53. 
Hydrogea gae due to boil-off flows between the fill/drafn line and the vent line, thus 
rmulthg in convective heat tranefer. Heat t rander  coefficieot generating routine8 
within the Thermal Analyzer Program were ueed to compute the convective heat 
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transfer rates. Conduction heat transfer m a  considered along each of the lines from 
the test facility heat source to the tank. For the fill/drain line, solid conduction 
occurred along an aluminum line from the test facility to the jumtion of the fill/drain 
line with the 5berglass line internal to the tank then along the fiberglue line to the 
liquid. For the vent line, conduction occurred along an aluminum line from the test 
facility to the flange (node 214) just external to the purge bag, then along a S t a h h S  
steel line from the flange to the taok forward door. 
- 
. e .  0 .  
in Figure 54. For the copper wires 
- y b  HEAT after penetration of the MLI, ttie 
P U M L  M@ PANEL 
10 0 
Figure 64. Thermal Model Nodal 8chsmrtlc 
of Utrumentatton Line a d  
Bourdary No&# 
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goldhed tape. The emittance m a  
im ISl estimated a8 0.072 which accounts for 
the degradation due to wrapping the 
line. Further, after penetrationof 
the MLI, 0112) half of the bundle 
surface area radiated to the fairing 
while half radiated to the tank skin. 
3.2.4.6 Support Strute. Six struts 
are  wed to support the test tank 
inside the eupport enclosure. The 
struts are primarily hollow fiberglass 
tubes with fittings at each end. MLI 
(2 layere) encloees the portion of the 
struts between the tank MLI and the 
support encloeure. A total of 90 
radiation shield disks a r e  located 
imide the fibergtam tube section at 
the region of tank lWl1 penetration. 
The support &rut thermal Inadd 
echematio le shown in Figure 66. The 
The modes of heat transfer employed in 
the model include; (1) conduction from 
the shroud wall through the strut to the 
tank skin, (2) radiation from the purge 
bag boot, (3) radiatfon and conduction 
through the two layers of MLI to the strut, 
(4) radiation tunneling down the hollow 
strut, and (5) radiation and conduction 
through the 90 internal radiation shields. 
Appropriate radiation and conduction 
terms for one strut were computed and 
included as input to the Thermal A.mIyzer 
Program. The temperature dependent 
radiation and conduction heat tra- ifer 
terne for the strut internal MLI disks 
are preeented in Figure 13, Reference 7. 
The computer model yields the heat 
transferred to the tank by one etmt and 
is thue multiplied by six to obtain the 
strut tetal heat ieak zontribution. 
3.2. 4.7 Reaults and Conclueions. 
Reeulta fromthe analyeie are presented 
in Figurea 56 through 63. Figures 56 
through 59 show the parametric analysio 
heat transfer rate reaults veraus 
emittance a d  intsretitid preeeure. 
R e d t a  are prseentsd aa heat rates 
MC~ as the ratio of the thermal model 
heat rate to rpaKied parameter heat 
rate. As noted, for the speuified 
parametor heat rate (c = C.02, P = lx10'5 
Torr), the system predicted heat leak ie 
9.25 wrtta (31.5 Btuhr). Further, the 
SUPPORT ENCI*)SUE.E 
212 
1 
\ 
Figure 55. Thermal Model N o d  
Sohematlo d Support Strut 
heat rate te not actremoly eamitive to MLI emittance within the rage of emittanoee 
cmmined, but le emeitlve to illtaretitial preeeures in tame88 of lX10'5 Torr. 
Figure 58 presents the breakdown of the pradbtad tofol h a t  leak (for epaifled para- 
meters) into oompmentu. Ai mkd, the rlryle major bat  lank contribution rwulta 
from radlation/oonduotion through the WII sheete. The soam radiation and pin 
c d o t l o n  represent the largest heat leak f~ the ry&em (65%), while the pamtrstiona, 
reeldual gaseour odwt lon  and eupport rtmb each rmult ln rdativdy minor heat 
Ieal~. Figure 68 also rhowr f o r  oomparisoa bet reeulb obtained from an identical 
i ~ t o l l a t l ~ a  of a double-aluminieed-mlar &rerfloo sy~torn aa reported ia Refereme 
12. 
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Figure 62. Thermal AnaXyeie btrumenta- 
tion Line Te1r.2 Dietribution, K (R) 
3; 
U H O )  
Figure 63. Thermal Analysis Support 
Strut Temp Distribution, K (R) 
The predicted pK value for the current bet tank installed goldized Kapton Superfloc 
system le 1.65 mw-KgbLK (5.97XlO-5 Btu-lb/hr-ft* F). Figure 59 (Re€. 13) presents 
a chronolqical comparimn of &sting MLI egatem pK valuee for as-installed and 
calorimeter test configurntiam. AB indicated, an improvement of approximately 30% 
in pK is expected for the current goldled Kaptcn (DGK) eyetem. 
Figure 60 through 63 preeent the resulting analytical temperature mappiqg of the entire 
teet tank/MLI aptem for the f-ecified parametere condition. The tempetature 
locatione preeented follow closedy the figuree ehown in Section 2. 
3.3 DETAILED DFSIGN 
Detailed dseign of the large male teat article for the MLI purgehpreemrization 
system has been completed. Twenty drawing6 were completed describing the 
manufacturing a d  aseembly of the MLI system, purge bag, pressurization eyetem 
and hardling fixture. Theae documents include complete bill of materiale, procees 
epeuificatione, assembly proceduree, cleaning, inepectioae,and leak checking. 
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Superfloc M U  discs are stacked inside the tubular section at me end to intercept 
radiation exchange between the hot and cold fittings. 
3.3.3 TEST TANK FILL/DRALNhENT LINE. The present fill/drain/vt-it line on the 
test tank is a 6061 aluminum alloy co-axial assembly consisting of a E .  35 cm (2.5 in) 
0. D. outer tube and a 3.80 cm (1.5 in) O.D. inner tube. The heat transfer characteristics 
of this assembly are improved by inserting a steel sectian in the outer tube and a 
fiberglass section in the inner tube. For the cuter tube, the steel section is a 304L 
CRES tube flanged at both ends and located adjacent to the tank interface. Two hubs 
added to this CRES tube section provide support for the fairing and purge bag 
assemblies. The section for the inner fill/drain tube ia an epoxy/fiberglass tube 
extending from the ullage space to the aft end of the tank. This fiberglass tube is 
connected to the aluminum alloy eection by bonding and riveting. 
3.3.4 PURGE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. The purge dietribution syetem is basically a 
tube assembly (equipped with orifices), three plenum cavities, and 43 PPO purge pins. 
A general arrangement is ehown in Figure 65. The tube assembly is located inboard 
of the fairings, ia eupported from the teat tank wall, and routes from the pressurization 
system to the aft area of the test tank. 
The three cavi t ia  formed between the fairing8 ami the tank wall serve as plenum 
cbambers for the purge gas. Each plenum is supplied with gas through the orifices 
on the tube assembly. The purge pine mounted in the fairings engage with holes in 
the MLI blanketa. A typical purge gae flow therdore starts a t  the pressurization 
system, through the tube aesembly and into the plenums. From the pl mums, the gas 
flows through Slob in the purge pins which results in gas distribution between the MLI 
layers. The total purge volume betweeo tank wall and bag is 2.42 1; (95.5 €t3). 
The exiating epoxyhiberglase fairing etructure on the test tank is inmi i-ient for tbe 
pressure differential loads imposed by the new purge system. Designa for reworking 
this structure were  therefore created. The rework is basically the addition of 
stiffeners in the forward and aft flat pnel sections, improved bonding and sealing 
between tank wall and fairings, and provisions for aealing with the tank mpport struts. 
The forward flat eection (including the stiffeners) is removable for access to the tank 
interior. 
3.3.5 MULTILAYER INSULATION (MLI) ASSEMBLY. The MLI assembly is applied 
over the tank fairing surfaces in gore and flat blanket eections. Two blanket layers 
Ere used. These blankets me supported from the fairings with pine and i1,terconnected 
at the seams with rigid "twin pin" fastenere (me Figure 66b. Lniividual MLI layers are 
applied over the vent line and the six tank support struta. The forward flat area of the 
aseembly include8 provieione €or the vent, purge, - electrical penetratione. 
3.3.5.1 Gore Blankets. A typical gore blanket is a preformed assembly consisting of 
a 22 ply double golctized Kapton Superfloc core (see Figure 67) sandwiched between two 
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DETAIL "C" 
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Figure 66. faeulation t 
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3.3.5.6  sear^^. Butt type seams are used between the forward half circle flat 
blankets and between the gore blankets. At the cormr intersections (between the flat 
blankets and the gore blankets), mitered joints spot taped on the outbard face sheets 
are used. 'fatal seam length per blanket layer is 40 m (131 ft). 
Joints at the vent a d  prge line penetrations are cmner butt types staggered between 
blanket layers (see Figure 69). Tage pieces applied at the inside corners serve as 
retainers. 
After installation, holes me cut in the gore blankets for the tank s:lyport struts. TZlese 
are straight t h r a s h  holes with centerliue directions matching the struts. The resultant 
joint between strut and MLI la-yers is a close fitting butt type. 
Instmmentation w i r e s  penetrate t m  of the foreward half circle blankets. Intersection 
between wire bundle a d  ths M U  layers is similar ;o that for the tank support struts. 
3.3.6 PURGE BAG. Th- ~2 bag assembly cmsists of a forward section, an aft 
section and a penetmtion pmel. Tbese three sections are interconnected at the girth 
and forward ends with flanged pints (de- r'igure 70). The assembly is supprted by a 
fixed connectior, at b e  forward end and radially restrained at the aft region. Except 
for the el&, the pn"i:ea and wall constructim a4 both bag sections are identical. 
I 
Figure 69. Ineulr \ t i~~ Arraqemant at Penetrations 
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The bag is made from a laminate consisting of two plys of epoxy/l81 Style fiberglass 
cloth sandwiched between two FEP Teflon skins. 
3.3.6.1 Forward l3ag Section. The forward bag section is a single piece semi-rigid 
unit incorporatiqg a flange at each end and a stiffener ring. The flange. at the forward 
end contains helical coil herb for fastening to the penetration panel. The aft flange 
contains a through hold pattern (no helical coils) with countersunk surfaces for receiving 
the screws a d  sealing accessories. The stiffener ring is located near the tangent line 
(between the conical ami curved surfwee) and is bonded to the exkrior surface of the 
bag* 
3.3.6.2 Aft Bag Section. The aft bag section is a single piece semi-rigid assembly 
containing one flange, six boot6 for receiving the tank support struts, a d  two 
stiffener rings. The aft end is capped of: with an integral spherical section and the 
flange contains helical coils for fastedqg to the mating forward bag. The aix boots 
are convoluted FEP tubes bonded to aluminum alloy fairings. The fairings provide 
the transition from the bag wall profile to a tubular configuration. All  fairings contain 
a flange section which is boded to the inboard side of the bag wall. The two stiffener 
rings are located near the profile tangent hel l  and are bonded to the external surface 
of the bag wall. 
3.3.6.3 Flanged Joints and Strut Seals. l h e  flanged joints which interconnect the two 
bag sections and the penetration p a d  a m  -xi with a continuaus pre-cured epoxy/ 
fiberglass strip boded  to the atside diameter 3f the flanges (see Figure 70). Sealing 
for the screw is accomplished w i ~  epaxy/hberglass buttons bonded to the counter- 
Bunk surfaces on the -6. The boob am attached to the struts through epoxy/ 
fiberglass collars. Sealing betweem &ruts arid boots is accomplished by bonding the 
collars to the struta and clamping the boot en& to the collars with standard CRES 
fittings. 
3.3.6.4 Bag Suppart Wstem. The bag aseembly is supported at the forward end by a 
fixed connection between the we t ra t ion  panel and a hub welded to the tanl; vent line. 
Radial restraint only is provided at the aft end by attaching stand-off buttons to the eads 
of the MLI support pine. These MLI support pins are boded to tha fairing stmcture. 
In actual vehicle applications, radial restraint may be acco=lplished by connecting the 
extarnal stiffener ring to the vehicle structure with drag links. 
3.3.6.5 Bag P rofilt . Commonality of booling; minimum purge gas volume; 
struotural integri.ty; and dearanam between bag, MLI, test enclosure, and support 
struta are the primary fautors whbh determined the bag pzofiila. W e p t  for the 
forward end (at the penetration panel) and the aft spherical cap Mction, the profiles 
for both bag eectione are ideatical. The length a4 the cylindrical eectione were fixed 
by the ciearrurcee required betwee0 the stnit boob and the girth flanges. To avoid a 
hoop compreeeioa mode, the transitioa radiue between *he conical and cylindrical 
sections was made equal to 1/4 the diameter at the girth The Umeter at the girth 
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in turn was determined by the clearance required between bag and MU. 
3.3.6.6 Bag Wall and Penetration Panel Construction. The bag wall is a high tempera- 
we cured composite consisting of pre-impregnated epoxy/fiberglass (2 plye) d w i c h e d  
between two 0.0051 cm (0.002 in) thick FEP film layers. The plrpoae of the FEP films 
is to reduce gas permdilify and moisture absorption. The two ply epoxyhiberglass 
is the minimum gage due to poor tear strength of a single ply layup. G r a t e r  than two 
plya are umd to reinforce areas at the flanges 813d the strut penetration zones. 
The penetration pawl walls are similar to the bag except one layer only of FEP film 
is umd on the inner surface. The panel wall thicknesses BxcBBd those for the bag due 
to  the^ necessity for numerous cut outs and stiffened arm to carry structural loads. 
3.3.6.7 Penetration Panel. The perretration panel contains the purge and repreeeuri- 
zath 
priinary support for the entire bag assembly (see Figure 71). The basic panel is an 
integral "dish type" member flanged at the baee and attached to a cylindrical mction 
located at the center. T h e  cylindrical eectlon in turn intemfaces with a hub on the tank 
vent line thrmgh a sealed flange connection. 
fluid loop hardware, instrumentation paas through fittinge and provides the 
One vent valve, one bleed valve, one gars inlet valv, 
valve, lwo valve filters, eight instrumentation pslr 
line are attached to the flat section of the paned. The locations of these components 
are dictated by the structural requirements f a r  the -1 and acceesability. m e p t  
for the vent, bleed and inlet valvea, all componente are bulkhead mounted through the 
paael with adhe,.ve seale. Helical coil inserts in the panel and flat gaskets provide 
the mouuting and sealing for the three \a!'/* and two filters. 
two pressure switches, one redid 
fittings, and o m  gas feed 
3.3.7 INSTRUMENTAT ION. The complete test article assembly b e  instrumentation 
for the liquid level plus temperatures at the internal and -pal mufaces on the 
ffll/venf/drain line, tank d l  wxrface~, fairiws, MLI blankets, support etruts, 
purge bag, prescrurization eyetam, and the bat emclosure etruchre. Iwluded are 
four gages located at the aft end of the plrge bag for esneing interstitial preeeuree. 
One hundred-eeven points are instrumented. Carbon type B ~ Q S ~ B  are ueed fo? 
llquld 1enrelsBoeing a d  chromel/conetantan thermocouplee with wedded junctions are 
used for temperature sensing. 
For the MLI blanltets, bmperature sensing Le provided throughout the core and face 
eheeeS, the twin pin fasteaera, and the primary support pins. Details of the teet tank 
instrumentation system belgn wil l  be presentmi in the next phase report for the e-. 
3.3.9 WEIGHT ANALYSIS. Weight computations were made for eaoh componemt in 
the h g  S~CUOM, penetration panel, preesurieation syotem, MLI l a y ~ p ,  purge gas 
dletr&uth and the fairipgs. Aeeernbly hardware mwh as rivets, bolb, w h m a ,  
s d e ,  retalnme, MLI fastenere, etc, were also b l u & d .  For tboeo parte coaetxcted 
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from epoxy/fiberglass, a comparative weight was determinod using epoxy/PRI)49 
combination. A summary of the results is shown in Table 9. The system reflects 
flight designs where possible and incorporatee flight proveu fluid loop hardware. The 
existing fairing system for the k8t tank requires new structural additior? in the flat 
panel sections to withstand the repressurization loa&. The weight of tht fairings is 
therefore unrealistically high for a flight type trdcage system due to these flat sections. 
Weight reductions of 15.7% for the bag/penetration panel arJas and 23% for the fairings 
can be expected when using DuPont’a New High-Modulus Fiber PRD49. This is conser- 
vative since gage reductions were not considered in the penetration panel or fairings. 
The wall thickness for the bag would not be reduced since two ply is the minimum 
acceptable gage thicknew. 
The increased strength, greater stiffness and lower density of PRD49 cloth compared 
to fiberglass offers several distinct advsntages for its use in an application such as  the 
purge bag and fairing syetem. The IIlatsrial however, is still in the experimental stage 
and ha8 a limited availability and high cost when compared to fiberglass. For this 
reason the PRD49 waa not selected as a substitute material for the 181 Style fiberglass. 
The PRD49, however, shows definite promise for f u u e  usage as an improved state 
of the art material. 
3.3.9 TEST ARTICLE ASSEMBLY. The complete test article includes instrumentation, 
purge distribution system, MIJ lay-up, forward and aft bag sections, bank supports, 
Tabie 9. Weight Summary 
~ 
weight Uaing Weigh? Uaing 
Epo4&lel81 Fiberglass Epoxy PRD 49 
Itam Kilopame Pounds Kilograms Paunds -
Forward Bag Section 
Aft Bag sectiaa 
Penetration Panel 
Bag Aeeembly Hardware 
Purge and Prseeurization 
Syetem Hardware 
MLI Lay-up 
MLI Fastanere and Supporte 
Purge Mstributlon Hardwaro 
Total for Bag, Panel, MLI 
and Purge Syetetm 
13.10 
13.35 
15.65 
1.13 
11.20 
12.90 
1.10 
0.92 
__I 
69.35 
28.88 
29.44 
34.50 
2.49 
24.65 
28.35 
2.43 
8.03 -
158.77 
9.95 
1 i). 30 
11.80 
1. a 
11.20 
12.90 
0.96 
0.89 -- 
59.02 
21.91 
22.79 
26.04 
2.25 
24.65 
28.35 
2.13 
1.95 -
130.07 
Forvard Fairing 11.90 26.26 9.45 20.82 
Girth Fairing 8.30 18.30 6.03 11.30 
15.53 
Total for Fairing6 2 9 . 6  65.01 22.53 49.65 
-7.05 -20.45 -9.25 at Fairing -- 
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penetration panel, preemrization eyetem, and fill/dlrin/vEmt assembly. The completed 
b e t  article ie inefalled in an enclosure which elmulatee vehicle structure. The aeeembly 
eequence ie ehown in  Figure ?2. 
With the tank euepended from the vent tube, the aseembly etarte with the MLI blan. s te  
and instrumentation (external to the fairinge) a8 shown in Step 1. Prior tu Step 1, the 
tank wall inetrumentation, ft?irinye, a d  purge detribution tubing is inetalled. All 
electrical leads inside the fa1rl.q have also been bundled and malad to the pass through 
fitting in the flat panel section of the fairing. The following procedure ie used in Step 1. 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
t. 
f .  
8. 
Engage the MLI gore blankets with the sipport pine on the fairing (one at a time) 
and check the overall 2. 
Install the twln pin faetenere. 
After all gore blanketa a re  installed, hole6 through the blankets ai, cut for the 
eupport etruts, and the fit between strut and hole checked. 
Insulate the atruts and check the fit between the etrut iwulation and the blanketa. 
Inetall the forward and aft MLI cap blankets. 
Ineulats the vent Illre. 
Install the MLI components for the 3urge gas and electrical penetratione. 
The instrumentation leade for the M U  and the fairing are  bundled at the farward flat 
cap area and prepared for oonnectlon to &e pee  through fittings in the penetration 
panel. 
Step 2 domiate of podUonIng and hddhg the aft bag mtiofr, q t r g i s g  the struts with 
the tank fittings, and ohealdng the fit between the MLI on the &rut and the gore b1anlr;ete. 
During this maneuver, the instrumentation leads fa r  the e t ~ t e  and the cablee for the 
iateretitial &as preseure gages are threaded through the sealing colt 1 on two of the 
StNU. 
For Step 3, the assembly L traderred to a handllng fixture which incorporatee clipe 
for maintainhg the aft bag posttion. The tank ie now supported by the etrute which 
attach to the budling flxture. 
h Jtep 6 the yamtratlon p e l  io poeltioned and held Iorumrd d the aeaembly while the 
~ ~ ~ o t p 1 c a l  le ds am 00nrra.M to the paer through fittllrgrr on the panel. 
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The penedration paned is lowered into poeitiaa in Step 6 and connected to the forward bag 
eectioo and to the hub on tbe vent tube. The total bag assembly is now supported from 
the peoetration panel. The wiring bundies are inspected and the final purge line 
cc~nection mads ueiag the 15.25 cm (6 in) vent hole in the panel as on access port. 
The remJninP presmrization system compooents are installed, the boots sealed to 
the struts, and a leak check performed. 
In step 7, the aesembly fe removed from the fixlure and installed in the test enclosure. 
The test article is completed in Step 8 by installing a d  ineulating the fill/drain/vent 
line atmembly. 
3 4 8  
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APPENDIX A 
THERMAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTY TABLES 
USED IN THERMAL ANALYSIS 
Table 1. D-G-K MLI Overall Interchange Table 2. Superfloc Ikcron Needle 
Factor (3) - 12 MLI Shields 
Source: Computed from specification 
parameters per para. 3.2.4.1 
40. 
600. 
0.0012 
0.0012 
Table 3. Polrpbenylene Oxide (PPO) 
Thermal Conductivity 
Source: Reference 9 
Temperature (R) K (Btuhr-ft-R) 
40. 
80. 
150. 
300. 
800. 
0.033 
0.050 
0.069 
0.086 
0.137 
Table 5. Purge Bag to Shroud Overall 
Radiation Interchange Factor (3) 
souroe: computed 
a Temperature (R) - 
0. 
1000. 
0.693 
0.693 
Thermal Conductivity 
Saurce: Reference 9 
Temperature (R) K (Btu/hr-ft-R) 
0. 0.807 X 10-6 
200. 0.884 X lo4 
600. 1.050 X 10-6 
400. 0.970 x 10-6 
Table 4. Fiberglass Thermal 
Conductivity 
Source: Reference 9 
Temperature (R) K (Btu/hr-ft-R) 
25. 
100. 
200. 
250. 
300. 
350. 
400. 
450. 
500. 
550. 
0.085 
0.137 
0.200 
0.226 
0.249 
0.266 
0.278 
0.285 
0.288 
0.290 
A-1 
Table 6. Alumimm Thermal 
Conductivitv 
Source: Reference 13 
Temperature Qi) K (Btu/hr-ft-R) 
40. 
60. 
110. 
170. 
260. 
410. 
660. 
38. 
40. 
50. 
60. 
72. 
88. 
102. 
Fable 7. D 4 - K  Overall Radiation Inter- 
change Factor (3) 45 Slides 
Soume: Refereme7 
3 -Temperature (R) 
50. 0.000247 
100. 0.000274 
200. 0.000309 
300. 0.000327 
400. 0.000332 
500. 0.000330 
600. 0.000327 
Table 8. D-A-M Fill and Drain Line Ineu- Table 9. D-A-M Instrumentation and Vent 
Line Insulation Overall Radiatioo 
Intemhrurge Factor (3) - 45 §Melds 
lation Overall Radiation Inter- 
change Factor @) -45 Shields 
Source: Reference 7 
Temperature (R) 3 - 
287.5 O.OOO403 
317.5 0.000399 
347.5 O.OO03S 
377.5 0.000392 
Source: Reference 7 
287.5 0.000435 
317.5 0.000427 
347.5 0.000420 
377.5 O.OOO418 
Table 10. Thermocouple Effective 
Thermal Coa&ctivity 
source: computed 
Temperature (R) K (Btu/hr-ft-R) 
0. 0. 
50. 557. 
100. 286. 
200. 171. 
300. 155. 
600. 155. 
Source: Specified Parameter - ( S W )  Pressure (Torr) 
0. 
1000. 
1x10-5 
1x10-6 
A-2 
Table 12. Titanium Thermal 
Conductivity 
1 
Source: Computed 
Table 13. Strut Internal MLI Overall 
Radiation Interchange Factor 
(3) - 31 Shields 
Source: Reference 7 
Temperatare (R) K (Btub-ft-R) 
10. 
60. 
110. 
160. 
210. 
260. 
310. 
360, 
410. 
460. 
510. 
550. 
0.30 
1.6 
2.25 
2.70 
2.90 
3.00 
3.20 
3.50 
3.80 
4.15 
4.45 
4.70 
Table 14.. CRES Thermal 
conauctivity 
I Temperature (R) K (Btuhr-ft-R) 
0. 
60. 
110. 
160. 
210. 
260. 
310. 
360. 
410. 
460. 
510. 
535. 
0. 
2.3 
4.0 
5.2 
6.0 
6.6 
7.05 
7.55 
8.0 
8.4 
8.9 
9.05 
Source: Reference 7 
3 - Temperature (R) 
100. 
150. 
200. 
250. 
300. 
400. 
500. 
550. 
0.00078 
0.00079 
0.00080 
0.00082 
0.00083 
0.00087 
0.00090 
0.00092 
3 Time (eec) -I 
0.  I 100. 0.273 0.273 
A-3 
